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Abstract
Research into Bose-Einstein condensates is currently a thriving field in physics. Much of
the experimental research involves the detection of cold atom clouds under various condi-
tions. Consequently, the fundamental and technical limitations of the imaging techniques
and technologies utilized will have a dramatic influence on the results of these experi-
ments. Therefore a detailed analysis of the restrictions on a Bose-Einstein condensate
imaging system is overdue and will facilitate further developments in the field due to an
increase in the signal to noise ratio; hence a greater level of detail available in experimental
images.
The work carried out in this thesis focuses on the properties of absorption imaging
techniques, in the quest for an optimized imaging system. Optimization was proposed
to be achieved through maximization of the signal to noise ratio by any and all means
available. A detailed investigation of the diverse influences on the signal to noise ratio was
performed with a focus on eliminating technical restrictions and minimizing fundamental
constraints. By studying a 2f - absorption imaging system the maximal signal to noise
ratio of 35 was calculated. This corresponded to imaging a cloud of 105 87Rb atoms in a
(50µm)2 box with a 31.8MHz detuned, 780nm laser at an intensity of 570W/m2 for 35µs.
These optimal imaging parameters correspond to our imaging system being limited by the
well depth of our detector, not by a fundamental physical process. Furthermore, current
experimental noise is identified as the most significant inhibitor to the achievement of an
optimized absorption image.
This study represents a first analysis of the quality of current Bose-Einstein condensate
imaging techniques and limitations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The study of Bose-Einstein condensates involves the investigation of fundamental proper-
ties of the universe. Bose-Einstein condensates represent the only macroscopic quantum
object ever observed by mankind and as such offer a unique perspective of the quantum
world, not previously examined. While theoretical analysis provides deep insight into the
behaviour of this quantum object, experimental verification is crucial for the development
of this field of physics. Experimental verification intrinsically involves detection and by
improving methods of detection the field of Bose-Einstein condensates will benefit and
grow.
Due to their fragility, we must take care when obtaining images of Bose-Einstein con-
densates. The influence of incident photons on an ultra cold atom can be devastating.
As we will see, the energy per condensed atom is Eatom ∼ 4 × 10−30J/atom which
is of the same order as the kinetic energy delivered to the atom per 780nm photon,
Erecoil ≈ 3 × 10−30J/photon. Thus illuminating these atoms with photons can have a
devastating effect on the condensate which may lead to heating and even destruction. In
previous work, the focus has been on establishing tolerable levels of heating based on con-
densate lifetimes [1]. Generally these tolerable levels consist of setting the atom loss rate
due to imaging equal to the loss rate in the absence of light. This criterion ignores the
effect to the image due to atomic motion resulting from photon momentum transfers. We
propose that by controlling the atomic motion, in concert with the destruction criterion,
we can obtain an increase in the signal to noise ratio of the resulting images.
The Bose-Einstein condensate is a unique object to image and special consideration
must be taken. Underpinning our understanding of Bose-Einstein condensates is a the-
oretical model developed long before experimental realization occurred in 1995 [2, 3, 4].
This model provides a detailed description of the behaviour of bosons, a behaviour vastly
distinct from that of fermions. Distinction between these families of matter will come
down to a negative sign, a difference with profound effect.
Many BEC imaging questions remain unanswered a decade on from the experimental
detection of Bose-Einstein condensates. It is unknown how close current imaging tech-
niques are to their optimum, and we wish to address this uncertainty. Accordingly, we
will be carrying out a pilot study of the sources of noise (both classical and fundamental)
inherent to our imaging system to acquire a design criterion for a new optimized imaging
system.
Work carried out in this thesis will primarily be focused on developing the imaging
system illustrated in Figure 1.1. The absorption imaging system in Figure 1.1 involves
the laser illumination of atoms (causing intensity attenuation) which can then be imaged
onto a CCD array. Control will need to be exerted over the intensity of incident light, as
the interaction of this light with the atoms will cause the atoms to move, a phenomenon
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Figure 1.1: Shows an example setup used to image a cloud of cold atoms. In this case we have
shown 2f - imaging, which provides no intrinsic magnification, although magnification is provided
by the microscope lens. The atoms are held inside the glass cell in a magnetic trap and are imaged
by illuminating with a far detuned laser. The cloud shadow is then imaged by an external lens onto
the CCD array. For magnification issues, a microscope objective is placed very close to the image
formation point. Throughout this thesis we will discuss the parameters of this imaging system and
determine their optimum values such that we will obtain an optimal design.
called ”random walk”. Simulation methods will be utilized to model the random behaviour
of these atoms in Chapter 4, where we will model atomic motion such that the atoms
move less than the diffraction limited length. Implementation of a lens in Figure 1.1
imposes the diffraction limit, causing a minimum resolvable distance to be placed upon
our imaging system. Chapter 2 will discuss this effect in conjunction with the other
fundamental processes and constraints present in our detection system. Pixel size and
depth restrictions are characteristic of CCD cameras and these technical limitations will
need to be controlled and minimized in order to achieve optimization. A consequence
of these analyses will be the determination of optimal parameters such that Figure 1.1
provides superior performance and we achieve an optimized imaging system. Accordingly,
this will necessarily require an understanding of the basic properties of Bose-Einstein
condensates and the effect of imaging such fragile objects.
Our imaging system is constrained by both fundamental and technical limitations.
Consideration of fundamental and technical limitations are themes that will appear
throughout this thesis as we step through the elements of the imaging system to achieve
optimization.
Inherent to imaging is the desire to maximize the signal to noise ratio, and due to
the presence of shot noise on our imaging light, this will involve shining as much light on
our atoms as possible. Thus because this invariably causes our atoms to move, the most
fundamental limit is how far these atoms move. However we need some acceptable distance
to permit our atomic motion. This distance is provided by the most fundamental limit
imposed by the imaging system: the diffraction limit. We propose that for optimization,
the atomic random walk should equal the diffraction limited length. This scenario will
result in the maximum signal to noise ratio. Illumination of our atoms with as high
intensity as possible will result in maximization of the signal to noise ratio, with respect
to shot noise. Increasing the intensity of illumination light will cause the atoms to random
walk further. There is an optimum, the point at which the intensity is maximized while
the random walk does not exceed the diffraction limited length; thus where random walk
and the diffraction limited length are equal.
Exertion of sufficient control over the various limitations inherent to the imaging system
in Figure 1.1 involves an understanding of a vast array of physical effects and phenomena,
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including quantum and classical optics, imaging technologies and atomic physics.
1.1 Bose-Einstein Condensation
In 1925 Albert Einstein predicted the phenomenon of what is now called ”Bose-Einstein
condensation” as a result of work carried out by Satyendranath Bose [4]. Research into
Bose-Einstein condensation has experienced rapid growth over the last decade as a result
of the experimental confirmation of this early theoretical work [3, 5, 6, 7]. Bose-Einstein
condensation relies upon bosons being immune to the Pauli exclusion principle. The Pauli
exclusion principle applies to fermions and states that two identical fermions cannot oc-
cupy the same quantum state [12]. Therefore bosons will experience no repulsion due to
quantum degeneracy in the event that they attempt to occupy the same state. This allows
the conglomeration of identical, ground-state bosons; a requisite for Bose-Einstein conden-
sation. There are of course limits to this phenomenon. According to the Standard Model
of particle physics, all ”everyday” matter on Earth is composed of three constituent par-
ticles: electrons, protons and neutrons [9]. The only bosons we generally have experience
with are photons, or the other force carriers. Unfortunately these bosons are not station-
ary particles, so forming a large clump of bosons in order to study their condensation
behaviour would appear difficult to achieve.
We can circumvent this problem through the utilization of fermion spin pairing. If two
spin half particles (fermions) couple together then they can form an integer spin pseudo-
particle (bosons). Spin pairing occurs in most atoms as a result of the antisymmetry
properties of the fermionic wavefunction. Characteristic to fermions are their antisym-
metric wavefunction, which means if we exchange the location of a fermion the total
wavefunction will change sign. This is in contrast to bosonic wavefunctions, which exhibit
exchange symmetry. Thus if we consider a neutral atom (composed of an equal number
of electrons and protons), the exchange of a proton and electron will result in picking up
two factors of (−1). This occurs because moving the electron to the proton’s position
picks up a sign change in the wavefunction due to antisymmetry, then again when we
move the proton to the electrons original position. Accordingly, the dominating control
on the spin properties of the atom as a whole is the number of neutrons. An even number
of neutrons will each pair together such that the neutral atom behaves as a boson, or
an odd number of neutrons would make the atom a fermion. From the shell model, it
is energetically favourable for two neutrons to pair together, as such most atoms have
nuclei with even numbers of neutrons, because the odd neutron nuclei tend to decay to
more energetically favourable configurations. Consequently most atoms actually behave
as bosons, even though they are composed entirely of fermions. Therefore because 87Rb
can spin pair, and possess a favourable level structure (as discussed in section 2.1), this
atom provides us with the ability to form Bose-Einstein condensates.
Formation of a Bose Einstein condensate occurs when a cloud of bosons are cooled to a
sufficiently low temperature (generally ∼ 100nK). At this point the atoms in the cloud fall
into their ground state and, due to the buildup of numerous identical particles in the same
state, form a macroscopic quantum state. The extremely low temperature (∼ 100nK) is
required for BEC formation because the de Broglie wavelength of the atoms must be larger
than the mean spacing between particles [7]. The de Broglie wavelength, ΛdB, scales as
the inverse square root of the temperature, as shown by
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ΛdB =
h√
2pimkBT
. (1.1)
We can use the de Broglie wavelength to describe the condition for Bose-Einstein
condensation in terms of the phase space density, defined as:
D = nΛ3dB (1.2)
where n = N/V is the particle density. We can consider the volume an atom consumes
to be given by Λ3dB, such that when the phase space density is greater than unity, the wave
packets representing our atoms begin to overlap, causing the emergence of quantum effects
such a degeneracy. We consider typical condensate formation parameters: 105 atoms with
density 8× 1017atoms/m3. For these parameters, the temperature corresponding to unity
phase space density is TD=1 = 30.2nK, which is of order ∼ 100nK. Thus for greater
temperatures, the de Broglie wavelength decreases and the phase space density no longer
satisfies D ≥ 1. Accordingly, this would require us to increase the particle density to
achieve condensation at these higher temperatures.
In order to understand the nature of Bose-Einstein condensates and the influence of
illuminating these atoms, we must discuss the theory underpinning this phenomenon.
Bose-Einstein statistics is the theory developed to describe the physics of integer spin
particles, the family of particles to which Bose-Einstein condensates belong. The hallmark
of these statistics is the Bose-Einstein distribution, which takes the form [10]
〈Nk〉BE =
1
e(²k−µ)/kBT − 1 (1.3)
where 〈Nk〉BE is the mean occupation number of the kth state, ²k is the corresponding
energy of the kth state, T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s factor and µ is the
chemical potential. Very similar to this distribution is the Fermi-Dirac distribution which
describes the behavior of half-integer spin particles, known as fermions [11]. The Fermi-
Dirac distribution is given by
〈Nk〉FD =
1
e(²k−µ)/kBT + 1
(1.4)
which differs from Equation 1.3 by a single minus sign. It is this small difference
in the distribution functions for bosons and fermions that allows bosons, and prohibits
fermions, to form condensates. Both Equations 1.3 and 1.4 contain dependence on the
chemical potential, µ. If we consider the Bose-Einstein distribution, the chemical potential
is determined by recognizing that the sum over all states of the distribution must be equal
to the total number of atoms, N:
N =
∑
all k
1
e(²k−µ)/kBT − 1 . (1.5)
When kBT >> ²0, a large number of terms in the sum contribute significantly so we
can convert the sum in Equation 1.5 into an integral. Evaluating this integral we obtain
an expression for the total number of particles, given by
N = 2.612
(
2pimkBT
h2
)3/2
V. (1.6)
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The temperature for which this expression is valid is called the critical temperature
(T = Tc), the temperature at which atoms condense into Bose-Einstein condensates. Re-
arranging Equation 1.6 for this critical temperature gives us:
Tc = 0.527
(
h2
2pimkB
)(
N
V
)2/3
= 398nK, (1.7)
where we have considered an atom density of N/V = 1020atoms/m3, which is typical
of many Bose-Einstein condensates. This density is required for BEC formation because
the conglomeration of atoms requires three body interactions to occur.
As we increase the temperature of our atoms above the critical temperature we would
expect that the behaviour of our atoms to limit toward a classical gas [11]. The distribution
describing the behaviour of a classical gas is the Boltzmann distribution,
〈Nk〉Boltzmann =
1
e(²k−µ)/kBT
. (1.8)
When we have high temperature, the chemical potential is large and the exponential
in the denominator of the Bose Einstein distribution function dominates. As such the dis-
tribution indeed limits toward the semiclassical Boltzmann distribution, seen in Equation
1.8.
The low temperatures required for formation of Bose-Einstein condensates, as shown
in Equation 1.7, are of great significance when we attempt to image condensates. Such
cold temperatures correspond to very low energies. The energy per particle for a trapped
Bose-Einstein condensate is given by
Eatom =
5 (15)2/5
14
(
Na
a¯
)2/5
h¯ω¯ = 3.9× 10−30J/atom (1.9)
where a¯ =
√
h¯
mω¯ is the characteristic length, a = 51nm is the scattering length of the
atoms and ω¯ = (ω1ω2ω3) = 492.0Hz is the oscillator frequency geometric mean, where
ω1 = 2pi× 300Hz and ω2 = ω3 = 2pi× 40Hz are the oscillator frequencies [4]. In contrast,
the kinetic energy transferred to an atom upon photon absorption is given by
Erecoil =
h2
2mλ2
= 2.5× 10−30J/photon (1.10)
for λ = 780nm light. Consequently, the energy of a photon used in imaging will not
be negligible to the atom, Erecoil ≈ Eatom. After successive photons have interacted with
the atom, the energy (and hence temperature) of the atom will have increased greatly,
moving the atom out of the regime conducive to Bose-Einstein condensate formation.
Hence imaging will cause the destruction of a condensate and must be performed in a
controlled manner. Obtaining an image of a Bose-Einstein condensate accordingly involves
a level of complexity rarely experienced in other imaging applications. Some imaging
applications in the biological sciences experience similar issues relating to observed object
destruction through utilization of inappropriate light. High intensity light may kill some
biological samples, similarly we must consider the potential destruction of a condensate
from imaging. However, atomic motion as a result of photon recoil is a phenomenon unique
to BEC imaging. This unique consequence of imaging clouds of very fragile atoms is to
be the focus of our efforts toward optimization.
6 Introduction
Chapter 2
Fundamental Limitations
2.1 Rubidium-87
Imaging Bose-Einstein condensates involves the interaction of light with matter. Incident
photons are absorbed by the atoms which then spontaneously decay and emit photons.
87Rb is an alkali metal commonly used in Bose-Einstein condensation experiments. It has
a valence electron in the 5s shell which gives it a level structure very similar to the other
alkali metals:H (1s), Li (2s), Na (3s), K (4s), Cs (6s) and Fr (7s). In order to study the
level structure of 87Rb in more detail, we need to discuss the Hamiltonian of our atom.
For an atom in a light field, the general Hamiltonian is given by:
H = Hatom +Hfield +Hinteraction. (2.1)
We will only be considering high photon numbers such that we can treat the inter-
action between the atom and light classically. As we will see in section 4, the lowest
intensity we will be considering is I = 0.1 × Isat = 1.626W/m2, which translates to
1.85 × 106photons/atom/s. This is clearly a high photon number, thus validating our
assertion to treat the interaction classically. However, although the interaction of the
atom with the laser mode can be treated classically, shot noise and spontaneous photon
emission are purely quantum effects such that we must treat the quantum nature of the
field. In section 2.3 we will consider the behaviour of the Hfield term of our Hamiltonian,
and section 2.2 will deal with the spontaneous emission nature of our atoms.
If we consider the interaction between the laser mode and the atom, we can write this
as the effect of a classical field acting on an electric dipole,
Hinteraction = −d ·E (2.2)
where d = 〈f | qrˆ |i〉 is the electric dipole moment of the atom, |i〉 and |f〉 are the initial
and final states. E = qE0 cos(ωt)² where E and ² are the electric field and polarization
of our incident light, respectively. The Hatom term of the Hamiltonian (Equation 2.1) is
given by the the standard hydrogen atom kinetic and potential energy terms, including
the fine structure such as spin-orbit coupling and hyperfine splitting [12].The Hamiltonian
for an atom interacting with a laser mode takes the form:
H =
p2
2m
+ U(r)− d ·E+ fine structure terms (2.3)
where p is the momentum of the atom and U(r) is the mean field potential due to
the core (non-valence) electrons. A consequence of including the corrections to the Bohr
energies of the hydrogen atom is that the energy levels of our 5s atom will be split, as
7
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Figure 2.1: Shows the level structure of 87Rb, including the splitting due to the non-Coulomb
potential, spin-orbit coupling and hyperfine splitting. In the hyperfine splitting model, the tran-
sition excited for imaging is the |F = 2,mF = 2〉 to |F = 3,mF = 3〉 and back down again. No
other states are excited due to the use of right circularly polarized light (σ+).
illustrated in Figure 2.1. The first level of splitting is due to the basic electronic structure of
the atom; electrons in the valence shell of the atom do not experience a Coulomb potential
(U(r) is not proportional to 1/r). Spin-orbit coupling causes the 5p state to split due to
the different values of J , with the lower angular momentum state falling to a lower energy
[12]. These new spin-orbit states are labeled by the angular momentum quantum number
J = l + s, where s = 1/2 is the electronic spin and l is the orbital angular momentum.
In Figure 2.1 we see that hyperfine interaction splits the J states into an array of states,
identified by the new angular momentum quantum number, F . Hyperfine splitting is
actually due to the interaction between the spins of the valence electron and protons in
the nuclei, and is thus often referred to as the ”spin-spin” interaction.
In order to image our atoms, we excite the hyperfine transition from |F = 2,mF = 2〉
to |F = 3,mF = 3〉 with right circularly polarized light, σ+. Excitation occurs from the
|F = 2,mF = 2〉 state purely because all our atoms are prepared in that state, such that we
do not inadvertently excite a transition from the |F = 1,mF = 1〉 state below it. Circularly
polarized light carries with it one unit of angular momentum, such that upon absorption,
the atom must gain a unit of angular momentum. Consequently, excitation by σ+ light
can only occur between the |F = 2,mF = 2〉 and |F = 3,mF = 3〉 states [13].
2.2 The Two Level Atom
All atoms are multilevel atoms, however if we are clever we can persuade them to behave
as two level atoms. One such persuadable atom is 87Rb, as we discussed in section 2.1
above. A two level atom consists of only two discrete nondegenerate states, the ground
and excited state g and e, respectively. The energy separation between these states is h¯ω0
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and the natural linewidth is Γ.
The Optical Bloch equations (OBEs) describe the time evolution of the elements of
the density matrix and thus illustrate the behaviour of a two level atom in a classical light
field [14]. Accordingly, the Optical Bloch equations are given by:
dρgg
dt
= Γρee +
i
2
(Ωρge − Ω∗ρeg) (2.4)
dρee
dt
= −Γρee + i2 (Ω
∗ρeg − Ωρge) (2.5)
dρge
dt
= −
(
Γ
2
− i∆
)
ρge +
i
2
Ω∗ (ρgg − ρee) (2.6)
dρeg
dt
= −
(
Γ
2
+ i∆
)
ρeg +
i
2
Ω (ρe − ρgg) (2.7)
where g and e denote the ground and excited states, ρee and ρgg are the excited and
ground state populations, ρeg and ρge describe the coherence of the atom, Γ = 2pi× 5.9×
106Hz is the spontaneous emission rate for 87Rb, ∆ is the detuning and Ω is the Rabi
frequency. The Rabi frequency is related to the classical driving field, E, and the electric
dipole moment d by
Ω = −d · qE0²
h¯
. (2.8)
Furthermore we note that dρee/dt = −dρgg/dt which is a result of our closed system
satisfying ρee+ ρgg = 1. To obtain Equations 2.4 - 2.7 we had to insert the effect of spon-
taneous emission artificially. The spontaneous emission terms are the terms independent
of i: the Γ terms.
We should consider the effect of these Optical Bloch equations shown in Equations 2.4
- 2.7. Equation 2.5 shows that a large population in the excited state will lead to the state
spontaneously decaying more often than if it were depleted. Similarly in Equation 2.4 we
see that this state will fill faster if there are an abundance of excited atoms, by spontaneous
decay. The remaining terms in these two equations are phase terms, indicated by the i
dependence, and deal with the stimulated emission and coherence of the two states. In
the absence of spontaneous emission (neglect the Γ terms), our atom will exhibit ”Rabi
flopping”, a process where the atom excites and decays between states in a completely
deterministic fashion. A pure state will remain a pure state and the coherence of the
atom (the ρeg and ρge terms) remain unchanged. However, the effect of spontaneous
emission is to cause atoms to randomly decay from the excited state before stimulated
emission occurs. This results in the coherence of our pure state decaying. Furthermore,
the presence of the negative dependence on the spontaneous emission−Γ2 seen in Equations
2.6 and 2.7 shows that the coherence between the excited and ground states decays in time
due to spontaneous emission, as we expected.
For a large sample of atoms (such as for a BEC) the collective exhibits very little change
in excited and ground state populations, after a transient period of change. Therefore, we
can simplify the optical Bloch equations by setting all the time evolution terms to zero
and using these equations to model the behaviour of our now steady state system [15].
Consequently, we can rearrange Equations 2.4 - 2.7 to obtain an expression for the excited
state population,
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ρee =
s
2(1 + s)
(2.9)
where s is the saturation parameter. For on resonance light, the saturation parameter
is simply given by s0 = IIsat , or if we use detuned light the saturation parameter is given
by
s =
2Ω2
∆2 + Γ2/4
. (2.10)
The saturation intensity is given by
Isat =
pihcΓ
3λ3
(2.11)
and describes the intensity of (resonant) light that will result in the average rate of
photon excitation equaling a quarter of the average rate of spontaneous photon emission,
hence saturation of the atom. Atomic saturation occurs due to the atomic transition
saturating and our atom being unable to absorb photons any faster. The absorption cross
section is given by
σ =
hcΓ
2λIsat
1 + IIsat +
(
2∆
Γ
)2 . (2.12)
Thus we can use these expressions to obtain an equation for the average scattering
rate of photons by the atom, γp, given by
γp = Γρee =
s0Γ/2
1 + s0 + (2∆/Γ)2
. (2.13)
We can consider the behaviour of Equation 2.13 above by considering some limiting
cases. In the limit of very high intensity light, γp approaches Γ/2 which is what we
would expect. In this regime the atom will saturate and decay/emit every natural lifetime
τ = 1/Γ, causing the scattering rate to approach half of the spontaneous emission rate.
In the regime of large detuning, the scatter rate will decrease in agreement with the
expectation that the light will become increasingly non-resonant. If the detuning becomes
very large, the photon scatter rate will approach zero. Therefore we see that we can control
the rate at which photons are scattered by the atom (and hence momentum transferred
to the atom) by controlling either the intensity or detuning of light used.
Detuning our laser to influence the rate of photon absorption is the effect utilized to
achieve optically thin clouds. The high densities involved with clouds of condensed atoms
cause the imaging intensity to drop as it traverses through the cloud, which will cause
non-linear behaviour. Thus in order to ensure that all atoms experience equal intensity,
the laser is detuned off resonance such that the photons ”see” fewer atoms along their
path, as discussed in section 4.1.1.
The rate at which photons are scattered by an atom in Equation 2.13 allows us to
consider the effect of shining imaging light on an atom. The rate of photon absorption
and emission (scattering) will dictate the rate of transfer of momentum to the atom. This
momentum transfer has significant repercussions for the motion of our atoms and hence for
the clarity and resolution of images obtained. Transferring motion between the photons
and atoms causes our atoms to exhibit random walk. Due to the stochastic nature of
random walk, it can be difficult to model analytically. As such, in section 4 we model
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the behaviour of atoms random walking through the use of computational simulation
techniques.
2.3 Quantum Statistics
As we stated previously, we can treat the interaction between an atom and the laser mode
classically, however we still need to consider the quantum nature of the light field. This
is because shot noise and spontaneous emission are present in our system, and are purely
quantum effects. We need to consider the most classical quantum state: the coherent state
|α〉, where √α denotes the number of particles in the coherent state. Coherent states are
the closest quantum approximation to the field generated by a laser [17].
We can write the coherent state in terms of the number states, |n〉, as defined in
Reference [18]. Thus the coherent state can be written as,
|α〉 = e−|α|2/2
∑ αn
(n!)1/2
|n〉 . (2.14)
Furthermore, by using the standard definitions of the annihilation and creation oper-
ators from Reference [18] we can write the average number of photons by
N =
〈
aˆ†aˆ
〉
α
= α∗α = |α|2 . (2.15)
The variance in the average number of photons in the coherent state can be calculated
from,
∆N = Var
(
aˆ†aˆ
)
=
〈(
aˆ†aˆ
)2〉− 〈aˆ†aˆ〉2 = α. (2.16)
The variance of the coherent state is α =
√
N where N is the average number of
particles. Therefore the number of photons arriving from our laser exhibits an uncertainty
of
√
N . This can also be thought of in terms of photon arrival times.
The behaviour of the coherent state shown in Equations 2.15 and 2.16 are characteristic
of Poisson statistics. Poisson statistics state that if an average of N photons arrive at our
atoms during a time t, then there will be an uncertainty in that number given by
√
N . If
we eliminate all classical sources of noise (such as interference signals and 1/f noise) the
only noise on our signal is the quantum noise; hence we are then operating at the quantum
noise limit (QNL).
For any signals proportional to the number of photons arriving (such as the intensity)
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) will be given by
SNR =
signal
noise
(2.17)
∝ N√
N
(2.18)
∝
√
N. (2.19)
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Figure 2.2: Shows a two dimensional profile of the Airy pattern resulting from passing light
through a circular aperture. The intensity in the centre of the Airy disk is significantly greater
than the other local minima in the Airy ring pattern. A three dimensional plot of the Airy ring
pattern is seen in Figure 2.3.
2.4 Diffraction Limit
The diffraction limit places a fundamental, minimum resolvable distance on our image (the
diffraction limited length, `diff ). While we want all other minimum resolvable lengths to
be smaller than `diff , we also want to minimize `diff , and hence minimize the image blur
itself. In order to achieve this we need to consider what controls the diffraction limit.
Light traveling near a boundary will be diverted from its original path, this phe-
nomenon is called diffraction and is a wave property of light. As a consequence of diffrac-
tion, light passing through a circular aperture will be diffracted in such a way as to form
an Airy ring pattern, as shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. This diffraction inhibits a perfectly
sharp image forming. In the centre of the Airy ring pattern is the Airy disk. The Airy
Figure 2.3: Shows a three dimensional representation of the Airy ring pattern. The intensity
varies as a function of the two spatial coordinates. A special thanks to Mattias Johnsson for this
Airy ring pattern.
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disk is the brightest part of the image and generally contains ∼ 90% of the photons. The
radius of this disk is given by [19]
q1 = 1.22
λR
D
(2.20)
where R is the distance from the aperture to the image point P, λ is the wavelength
of light, D is the aperture diameter. We can use Equation 2.20 to describe the Airy disk
formed by a circular lens. The 2f - imaging system shown in Figure 1.1 in the Introduction,
places the imaging point 2f from the lens and thus R = 2f in Equation 2.20. If we were to
place the screen at the focal point of the lens then R would equal f and we would halve
the radius of the Airy disk. Unfortunately this is impractical due to the resulting object
distance o =∞.
Equation 2.20 can be utilized in order to minimize the diffraction limited length. In
order to define the minimum resolvable distance for points imaged through a circular
aperture (lens) we can use the Rayleigh criterion. The Rayleigh criterion states that the
centre of the first Airy disk can be no closer than over the first minimum of the second
Airy ring pattern for the two points to be resolved. Therefore the minimum resolvable
distance is given by `diff = q1 = 1.22λRD .
In order to minimize `diff we want to use light with a small wavelength, and a lens
with a focal length to diameter ratio (f-number, f# =
f
D ) as close to unity as possible. The
wavelength of light used in 87Rb BEC imaging is restricted by the particular transition
used (780nm), so we only have control of the lens parameters to minimize `diff . As we
will see in section 3.2, the lens chosen has the focal length and diameter: f = 30.0mm
and D = 25.4mm, respectively. The resulting diffraction limited length for this lens, and
which will be used throughout this thesis, is `diff = 2.25µm.
The diffraction limit is the most important restriction on our imaging system because
it is the effect we have the least control over, as we must use 780nm light and the lens f-
number is determined by market forces. We gain some control through the ability to move
the placement of the lens, however this control is limited. Elimination of the diffraction
limit is impossible when using a lens to image the atoms, which is required to achieve
magnification. If we chose to forsake magnification and remove the lens in our imaging
system all together, this would not abolish the diffraction limit because of the presence of
the glass cell containing the atoms in isolation. This glass cell will act as an aperture and
impose the diffraction limit itself.
If the atoms in our atomic cloud move during the exposure time of our imaging system,
this will appear as motion blur on our image and we will have distorted spatial information
about our atoms. However, as we have discussed, we are already losing a minimum
amount of information due to the diffraction limit. Therefore it would appear logical that
if we had our atoms move less than `diff then we could not actually detect this motion.
Consequentially, because our atoms will always move in response to being imaged, we can
simply control the intensity of light or exposure time used in the imaging to ensure that
the atoms move less than `diff , and hence appear static. Simulation techniques will be
employed to model the motion of atoms in an laser beam and determine optimum exposure
times for various intensities, as discussed in section 4.
Once the diffraction limited length is established we then need to consider the be-
haviour of the atoms and in particular, the nature of spontaneous emission. At a cursory
glance, we may predict that the spontaneous emission of photons from an excited atom
will be spherically symmetric. However as we will discover by analyzing the classical
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Figure 2.4: Shows the representation of an atom being driven by a classical field as an oscillating
electric dipole. The frequency of oscillation is ω.
interaction between an optical field and an electric dipole, this is not the case.
2.5 Classical Dipole Radiation
In previous section we have commented on the spontaneous emission of photons from an
excited atom. We asserted that this emission occurred in a random direction. However
this random emission must satisfy a distribution function such that particular directions
occur with a higher probability than others. This directional bias is a result of studying
the classical interaction of the incident light field with the atoms and treating it as an
electric dipole being driven by an electric field, as discussed in section 2.1. From this
analysis we will obtain a distribution function that can be implemented in the simulation
work, discussed in section 4. Thus we will be able to model the behaviour of the atoms
more accurately and hence obtain a more accurate determination of the optimum imaging
parameters as a product of atomic random walk.
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2.5.1 Single Dipole
If we shine light on an object that absorbs photons and then spontaneously emits photons
randomly in three dimensions, we might expect the emission of this light to be spherically
symmetric. However this presumption would be due to the fact that this is an idealized
case. When we shine light on an atom there are properties of both the atom and the
photons that affect the distribution of emitted photons. The atom consists of a massive
positive core surrounded by a light negative particle (or particles). When a photon is
absorbed by an atom the electron consumes the photon to go to a higher energy state.
After a time the electron spontaneously decays to its original state, emitting a photon in
the process [20]. Thus if we consider this process of driving an atom by linearly polarized
light, we have a negative particle oscillating up and down electronic levels. This oscillation
between levels translates to a spatial oscillation of the negative charge. This phenomenon
is analogous to an oscillating electric dipole as seen in Figure 2.4 [8]. The corresponding
electric dipole is
d (t) = d0 cos (ωt) zˆ (2.21)
where we are oscillating our electron along the z axis and the maximum value of the
dipole moment is given by d0 ≡ q0a. The electric and magnetic fields are given by
E = −µ0d0ω
2
4pi
(
sin θ
r
)
cos [ω (t− r/c)] θˆ (2.22)
and
B = −µ0d0ω
2
4pic
(
sin θ
r
)
cos [ω (t− r/c)] φˆ, (2.23)
respectively. We have obtained Equations 2.22 and 2.23 through the implementation
of several approximations. These approximations combine together to form the standard
radiation limit, given by
a << λ << r. (2.24)
In this regime, we assume that we are observing the emitted radiation from a large
distance, r and that the amplitude of dipole oscillations, a, is very small. With the electric
and magnetic fields, Equations 2.22 and 2.23, the energy radiated by our oscillating electric
dipole can now be calculated. The energy radiated is given by the Poynting vector,
S =
1
µ0
(E×B) (2.25)
=
µ0
c
{
d0ω
2
4pi
(
sin θ
r
)
cos [ω (t− r/c)]
}2
rˆ. (2.26)
Time averaging over a complete cycle we obtain the intensity emitted by our oscillating
dipole:
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Figure 2.5: Shows the photon emission distribution from a single oscillating electric dipole. The
colours shown on the surface of the donut are meaningless and included for presentation. We can
interpret this diagram as the distance from the origin corresponding to the intensity, or rather the
probability of photon emission in that direction.
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Figure 2.6: Shows the two dimensional profile of the donut distribution shown in Figure 2.5, in
polar coordinates. This particular profile is obtained by cutting through the x − z plane. The
distance sin2θ to the surface of the donut corresponds to the probability of photon emission in
that direction.
〈S〉single =
(
µ0d
2
0ω
4
32pi2c
)
sin2 θ
r2
rˆ. (2.27)
Thus we can see from Figures 2.5 and 2.6 that in the single dipole case the emitted
radiation is in a ’donut’ distribution where there is no emission along the axis of oscillation.
Analyzing the interaction of linearly polarized light with an atom, we see the emitted
photon distribution is not spherically symmetric, as initially anticipated. We need to
obtain an accurate description of the effect on our photon emission distribution of imaging
with circularly polarized light. Circularly polarized light is used to image 87Rb atoms
because it produces two level behaviour from the atom, as discussed in section 2.1.
2.5.2 Double Dipole
Driving an atom with circularly polarized light is equivalent to driving two perpendicular
electric dipoles with linearly polarized light, 90◦ out of phase [8, 13]. We will calculate
the photon emission distribution using Cartesian coordinates with z being the absorption
axis, such that our incident linearly polarized light propagates along the z axis and drives
the two electric dipoles in the x and y axes as shown in Figure 2.7. This is contrary to
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Figure 2.7: Shows the coordinate choice used for derivation of double dipole photon emission
distribution function. The right circularly polarized light is incident along the z axis and the two
electric dipoles oscillate in the x and y axes.
the convention used throughout this thesis, however we can convert this result calculated
below to our standard convention of incident light propagating along the x axis. The choice
to temporarily redefine our imaging axis was made in the interests of using spherical polar
coordinates, where θ is measured off the z axis by convention.
We can write the two electric dipole moments together as the total electric dipole
moment, given by:
d (t) = d0
[
cos (ωt) xˆ+ cos
(
ωt− pi
2
)
yˆ
]
. (2.28)
The electric and magnetic fields corresponding to this arrangement of charge are then
calculated to be given by
E =
µ0d0ω
2
4pi
{
cos [ω (t− r/c)]
(
xˆ− x
r
rˆ
)
+ sin [ω (t− r/c)]
(
yˆ− y
r
rˆ
)}
(2.29)
and
B =
1
c
rˆ×E, (2.30)
respectively. The corresponding Poynting vector determines the energy radiated by
this double dipole system,
S =
µ0
c
(
d0ω
2
4pir
)2{
1−
[
sin θ cos
[
ω
(
t− r
c
)
− φ
]]2}
rˆ (2.31)
and time averaging over one cycle provides us with the intensity emitted:
〈S〉double =
µ0
c
(
doω
2
4pir
)2{
1− 1
2
sin2 θ
}
rˆ. (2.32)
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Figure 2.8: Shows the photon emission distribution from two perpendicular oscillating electric
dipoles. The driving field is incident along the vertical z axis. The result is cylindrical symmetry,
which translates to symmetry in the imaging plane. Colours on the surface of the distribution are
meaningless and included solely for presentation. We can interpret the distance from the origin to
the surface as the intensity of the emitted light, or rather the photon emission probability along
the direction.
Consequentially we can see from Equation 2.32 that in the double dipole case we do
not have the instinctive spherical symmetry we may have expected. Instead we have this
1
r2
{
1− 12 sin2 θ
}
rˆ distribution, which appears as a ’peanut’ shape as shown in Figures 2.5.2
and 2.9. The ’peanut’ distribution physically results in a bias of photon emission along
the absorption axis. When θ = 0 we have the maximum rate of photon emission, along
the absorption axis. However when θ = pi2 the photons are emitted at half the maximum
rate (at θ = 0). This is a cylindrically symmetric result which will be of significance in
section 4 where we will make use of this result to simulate the motion of an atom being
driving by circularly polarized light.
Comparison can be drawn between the single and double dipole results obtained above.
The double dipole distribution clearly involve the interaction of twice as many dipoles,
so it is of interest to determine the relative power emitted by each configuration. By
performing a surface integral over the intensity distributions (Equations 2.27 and 2.32),
we obtain the total power radiated by each configuration. Therefore the power radiated
by the single and double dipole distributions is given by
Psingle =
∮
〈S〉single · da (2.33)
=
4pi
3
µ0d
2
0ω
4
16pi2c
(2.34)
and
Pdouble = 2
4pi
3
µ0d
2
0ω
4
16pi2c
(2.35)
respectively, where da = r2 sin θdθdφrˆ is the surface area element. Therefore we can
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Figure 2.9: Shows the two dimensional profile of the double dipole peanut distribution shown in
Figure 2.5.2, in polar coordinates. This particular plot was obtained by cutting a section through
the x − z plane. The distance {1− 12sin2θ} to the surface of the peanut corresponds to the
probability of photon emission in that direction.
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Figure 2.10: Shows the effect of atomic motion along the absorption axis causing the transition
to experience Doppler shifting. The effect of an atom recoiling from incident light is equivalent to
a stationary atom being imaged by lower frequency light. Consequently, if the atom is moving fast
enough, the light will no longer be resonant with the 780nm transition and the atom will become
invisible to our incident light.
conclude that the double dipole distribution emits twice the power as the single dipole,
Pdouble = 2Psingle. This is a sensible result as we doubled the number of electric dipoles
being driven by our linearly polarized light.
Now we wish to regain our coordinate convention, such that the imaging beam propa-
gation axis is the x axis. Therefore by inspecting Equation 2.32 we see that the only effect
of changing the imaging axis from z to x is that the angle θ is now measured from the x
axis and not the z axis. Otherwise the result is identical to Equation 2.32. As such our
renewed coordinate system appears identical to that seen in Figure 2.7, except we switch
x and z.
2.6 Doppler Shift
Throughout this thesis we focus on optimizing our imaging system by considering the ran-
dom walk of the atoms, that is atomic motion in the plane perpendicular to the absorption
axis. We will assert that the motion along the absorption axis is negligible and will not
influence the image obtained. However, after a number of consecutive kicks, the atom can
be moving with a considerable velocity (depending on kick directions). This has the po-
tential to cause several problems: motion blur (random walk), Doppler shifting our atom
off resonance and atoms moving our of the depth of field, to name a few. Atomic motion
parallel to the imaging beam will be largely invisible to the image appearing directly on
the CCD array, however this motion will cause the 780nm transition discussed in section
2.1 to Doppler shift as shown in Figure 2.10.
We can determine a condition for our atoms to remain resonant with our 780nm
imaging light. The 780nm transition used to image 87Rb (discussed in section 2.1) is a
strong optical transition. Transitions of this type generally have a width of about 5MHz.
In order to determine the effect of the Doppler shift on our atoms, we will consider this
transition to have a width of 1MHz and determine the corresponding velocity our atoms
would require in order to Doppler shift out of this regime. In frequency terms, the 780nm
transition corresponds to 3.85× 1014Hz. Thus the uncertainty due to this width is,
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∆f
f
=
106
3.85× 1014 (2.36)
= 2.60× 10−9. (2.37)
Therefore we observe that the uncertainty is less than one part in 108 and the atomic
velocity corresponding to a Doppler shift of 1MHz is vDoppler = fλ = 78cm/s. If we can
keep the atomic velocity along the imaging axis below vDoppler then the atomic motion
will not cause the transition in 87Rb to move off resonance with the imaging light.
By considering typical imaging scenario we can determine if Doppler detuning is likely
to occur in our imaging system. A characteristic imaging pulse uses imaging light of
intensity I = 32W/m2 ≈ 2×Isat in the optically thin regime (∆ = 31.8MHz, as discussed
in section 4.1.1) and with an exposure time of 100µs. The corresponding recoil velocity per
photon absorption or emission is vr = 5.9mm/s and averaging the spontaneous emission
out, these recoil events occur every tr = 3.27µs. Therefore during the exposure time we
would expect 31 photon recoils to occur along the imaging axis resulting in a final atomic
velocity along the absorption axis of vimaging = 18cm/s. This is well below our already
conservative Doppler velocity, and as such we do not expect our imaging to cause the
atoms to move off resonance. As such we predict that Doppler effects will be negligible to
our imaging system.
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Chapter 3
Technical Limitations
The quality of images of Bose-Einstein condensates, or atomic clouds in general, depend
on an understanding of both fundamental and technological limitations. There are fun-
damental limits involved when considering the interaction of light with atoms, such as
quantum noise and atomic recoil, as discussed in the preceding chapter. Technological
limits also influence the apparatus and how these instruments behave in response to in-
cident photons. Ultimately, optimization of the imaging system requires maximization of
the signal to noise ratio on the images obtained, through any and all means available.
3.1 The Detector
The detector plays a critical role in the process of imaging. In choosing a detector there
are several criteria that must be considered. As we are imaging clouds of cold atoms which
have spatial extent, spatial resolution of the detector is important. Although there are
other measurements that can be made of a BEC, we will generally be concerning ourselves
with determining the density distribution of a cloud of cold atoms. In order to detect this
spatial density distribution we use a CCD camera, in particular the PhotonMAX: 512B
from Princeton Instruments. The specifications of the PhotonMAX are shown in Table
3.1.
Parameter Value
Array Size 512(H)× 512(V )
Pixel Size 16µm
Well Depth 200, 000e−
Spectral Response 0.74@780nm
Dark Current 0.01e−/pixel/s
Digitization 16bit
Read Noise 8e−
Read Speed 1-10MHz
Table 3.1: Specifications for the PhotonMAX CCD camera [21].
Because our detector is not a perfect device, we need to consider what limitations are
imposed on our imaging system by its presence. Two pertinent restrictions imposed by the
detector are pixel size and well depth. The two restraints are related, however pixel size
is most directly related to our fundamental restraint, as discussed above: the diffraction
limit.
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3.1.1 Pixel Size
A CCD array is comprised of an array of small pixels. Each pixel converts incident
photons to electrons (with a quantum efficiency η) and stores the resulting electrons,
for the duration of the exposure time. Each pixel will thus store a number of electrons
corresponding to the total number of photons striking the surface of the pixel. Therefore
any variations in the image on a scale below that of the size of the pixels will be lost.
This is a source of image blur, similar to the diffraction limit. Pixel size is a technological
restraint, unlike the diffraction limit which is inherently fundamental to the process of
imaging. For optimization we keep the pixel size, dpix, smaller than the diffraction limited
length, `diff .
The pixel size of a particular CCD array is not a variable that can be changed. We
cannot modify the size of the pixels to satisfy the inequality dpix < `diff . It may ap-
pear that this inequality cannot be controlled. It is counter productive to increase the
diffraction limited length, as we previously discussed the requirement to minimize this
quantity in section 2.4. However we can circumvent this dilemma through the utilization
of magnification.
If we magnify the image after it has passed through our primary lens and before it
strikes our CCD array, then the overall image will become larger. The diffraction limit
scales with the image. This magnification can be achieved by placement of a microscope
objective sufficiently close to the image formation point from the primary lens in a 2f -
imaging configuration (Figure 1.1). Magnification requires that the CCD array be suffi-
ciently large, however due to the small size of atom clouds this is not a serious concern.
The CCD array in the PhotonMAX is about 8mm× 8mm while an atom cloud is gener-
ally imaged at a size of 100µm = 0.1mm, thus we can permit a magnification of about
Mmax ≈ 80×.
For the diffraction limited length to be dominant, we need it to be greater than the
largest dimension of the pixels. As a result, we define the pixel size as the diagonal length
of the square pixels: dpix =
√
2× (16µm)2 = 22.6µm. We can see from section 2.4 that the
diffraction limited length is `diff = 2.25µm. It is apparent that our pixels are too large to
be used in an imaging system devoid of any magnification. The solution to this problem is
to magnify our image over the CCD array such that the diffraction limited length increases
(relative to the CCD pixel size) and it becomes the dominant length again. We should
note that while the diffraction limited length is increasing in absolute terms, this length
is not increasing relative to the image. We do not lose any extra information as a result
of magnification. For optimization we need to magnify the image from our primary lens
by a factor M, determined below:
M =
pixel
diffract
(3.1)
=
22.6
2.25
= 10× . (3.2)
Magnification by a factor of 10× is within the capabilities of a microscope and is
less than the maximum permissible magnification Mmax. Hence pushing the pixel size
below the diffraction limit is feasible. There are other consequences as a result of using
magnification in our imaging system.
By magnifying our image over a larger number of pixels, we are shining a reduced
number of photons on each of the pixels. This will influence the noise on our image, due
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to a reduced shot noise on each individual pixel, spread over more pixels. We need to
consider the effect of resuming over these pixels to obtain the original image on the noise,
as will be discussed in section 3.1.3. Furthermore, magnification will cause each pixel to
store fewer electrons during the exposure time. This effect becomes relevant when we take
into account the capacity of each pixel, an effect called ”well depth”.
3.1.2 Well Depth
Upon photon conversion by the CCD array, electrons are stored by the corresponding
pixel for the duration of the exposure and are then read off by the CCD electronics. Each
pixel in a CCD array can only store a limited number of converted electrons during the
exposure time before it reaches capacity and cannot store any more. In the event that a
pixel reaches capacity during the exposure time, further incident photons are discarded.
Converted photo-electrons that are excess to a particular pixel will spill over into the
adjacent pixels. This spilling is detrimental to our imaging, as we lose information from
the filled pixel and add false information to the adjacent pixels. Well depth puts a ”ceiling”
on the intensity of light we can shine on our CCD, as shown in Figure 3.1.2.
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Figure 3.1: Shows a fluorescence image of cold atoms, illustrating filled pixels. (a) Shows the two
dimensional optical depth for this cloud of atoms, (b) shows the profile along the 260th vertical
pixel of this saturated image. As we will see in section 4.1.1, optical depth is a measure of the
intensity attenuation as light passes through the cloud and is useful for eliminating background
noise on an image. The optical depth is given by OD = loge (I0/Iatoms), where Iatoms and I0 are
the intensities measured with and without atoms present. Fluorescence imaging is used instead
of absorption imaging because filling wells is more easily demonstrated with fluorescence imaging.
Filling does occur in absorption images, although it is saturation of the light surrounding the
condensate, rather than the pixels corresponding the the cloud of atoms themselves. Absorption
imaging well filling is just as detrimental as the filling illustrated in this image.
Intensity is a measure of energy per time per area [W/m2] = [J/s/m2]. We can avoid
filling wells by reducing the intensity incident on the CCD by either reducing the rate of
photons arriving at the CCD or, spreading the light over a larger area of the CCD. The first
solution is not appropriate as we do not wish to reduce the rate that photons arrive at our
atoms. This would correspond to a reduction in signal to noise ratio, via Equation 2.17.
As such magnification appears to be the most appropriate panacea to avoid exceeding the
capacity of our wells. By magnifying our image onto the CCD array we can reduce the
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number of photons incident on each individual pixel and hence prevent well filling without
affecting the overall intensity incident on our atoms.
If we assume we are using ”resonant saturation intensity” light (given by Equation
2.11 which gives us I = Isat = 16.26W/m2) then for a standard exposure of 100µs each
pixel on the PhotonMAX will, on average, receive a maximum of 1.6× 106 photons. From
Table 3.1, the well depth and quantum efficiency is 200, 000 electrons and η780 = 0.74,
respectively. Therefore of these 1.6×106 photons, 1.2×106 will be converted to electrons.
This is far above the 200, 000e− that each pixel can store. Consequently, a large number
of our pixels will reach capacity.
However in section 3.1.1 we determined that we require a magnification of M = 10×
in order to ensure that the diffraction limited length was dominant. Thus if we take this
magnification into account, our pixels now each contain, on average, a maximum of 12, 000
electrons during the 100µs exposure. This is significantly less than the well depth and
hence, under these conditions, further magnification is unnecessary to satisfy well depth
concerns for the PhotonMAX.
3.1.3 Detector Noise
Optimization of the imaging processes involved in detecting Bose-Einstein condensates
inherently involves minimization of information loss in the signal. Information can be lost
through inappropriate pixel size and well depth, as discussed above, however noise will
also cause the perversion of the signal. When taking any image we require the signal to
be discernible from the background noise. There is noise present on our signal due to
the quantum nature of light, as discussed in section 2.3, however there are also classical
sources of noise that are equally important and must be controlled for optimization.
Classical noise can take many forms and be due to various sources including interference
from rogue signals or simply 1/f noise. We must also consider the noise inherently present
on the detector, which is generally dark current: a phantom signal in the absence of any
incident light. Dark current is due to both random excitations of electrons in the CCD
array and the detector operating at a finite temperature. Each pixel will have an associated
dark current, which for the PhotonMAX is idark = 0.01electrons/pixel/s (from Table 3.1).
Thus if we consider an average exposure time of 100µs, the number of anomalous electrons
in each pixel is 10−6electrons/pixel, which computes to a total of 0.26electrons over the
entire CCD array. Consequently, dark current is incredibly low for our detector and will
be neglected in our remaining discussions.
Another source of potential information loss due to the detector is digitization. Digiti-
zation is the process by which the detector counts photons. Because the CCD array must
output a digital signal, the CCD collects a specific number of photons and then converts
these into a digital signal, through the ”analog to digital”, or ”A-to-D” converter. The
resolution of this converter is generally rated in bits and is the number of discrete values it
can break the signal up into. To illustrate this point, lets consider our PhotonMAX with
a 16bit A-to-D converter. 16bit corresponds to 216 = 65536 discrete values available, into
which we break up a full well (200, 000electrons). Consequently, each discrete value repre-
sents 3 electrons. This 3 electron digitization applies regardless of the number of photons
in the pixel. The shot noise on a full well is Nshot =
√
200, 000 = 447 electrons, which is
far greater than the digitization. Because our condensate image will have a maximum of
12, 000 electrons in each pixel, the shot noise (110 electrons) will be far greater than the
digitization and we are imaging within the shot noise limited regime.
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We now consider the effect of magnification on shot noise. In section 3.1.1 we deter-
mined that for the diffraction limit to be dominant over pixel size, we need to magnify our
image by a factor of M = 10×. If we consider the signal incident on a single pixel, there
will be an average number of photons incident, N = N0, which will contain shot noise of
∆N =
√
N0. If we use magnification and spread this same signal over L pixels, the average
number of photons and associated shot noise on each pixel will now be N = N0/L and
∆N =
√
N0/L, respectively. In order to regain the original signal, the CCD array will
then resum over these pixels to obtain essentially one large pixel. The number of photons
will obviously be Nresum = N0. We must consider the effect of summing a number of
pixels with each of their respective uncertainties. The resulting uncertainty due to shot
noise of our resumed pixel is thus given by,
∆Nresum =
√
L
(
N0
L
)2
=
√
N0. (3.3)
We conclude that, in the shot noise limited regime, there is no influence due to mag-
nifying our image over a number of pixels and then resuming; the signal to noise ratio
remains unchanged.
Therefore we have explored the limitations imposed on our imaging system by the
detector. It was determined that degradation to the image caused by well depth and pixel
size can be eliminated by magnifying the image such that `diff > dpix. Furthermore, the
effect of resming pixels after magnification would has no influence on the shot noise on
our image, nor would the digitization.
3.2 Lens Choice
In the quest for optimization, the properties of the lens are significant because the lens is
the component that determines the magnitude of the diffraction limited length (the other
contributing factor being the wavelength of light used, see Equation 2.20). Beyond the
diffraction limit, the lens also modifies the image projected onto the CCD array through
effects such as spherical aberration, image distortion and magnification.
For our experimental imaging optimization, we chose to use the Thorlabs NIR
Achromat AC254-030-B which has an effective focal length f = 30.0mm and diameter
D = 25.4mm. This lens was chosen as it possesses the best f-number for the appropriate
wavelength of light (NIR). The decision to use an achromat was made as a result of the
quality of lens construction. An achromat doublet is traditionally utilized to correct for
chromatic aberration, although this is not an issue in our imaging system. Chromatic
aberration is the effect where different wavelengths of light are refracted differently by a
surface due to the variation in refractive index as a function of wavelength. Chromatic
aberration does not apply because were are using a very narrow source of 780nm light,
with a linewidth of 2pi × 1MHz. The relative uncertainty in frequency is
∆f =
2pi × 106
c
780−9
= 2× 10−8. (3.4)
Therefore our laser is stable at 780nm to more than 1 in 107, which is incredibly
accurate, such that we do not need to consider the effect of chromatic aberration in our
imaging system.
An achromat doublet is designed to correct the path of two different wavelengths
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due to the variation of refractive index [22]. Instead, we are implementing the achromat
because the quality of lens construction is generally very high and thus causes little image
distortion, which are generally the result of imperfections to the lens surface.
The choice of lens sets the focal length and diameter, though how we implement this
lens also plays a critical role. Placement of the lens affects many important factors, such
as the magnification and resolution of our image. However, choice and placement of lens
cannot be divorced, they strongly influence each other. Consideration of placement must
be present when choosing a lens. Equally, the choice and properties of a lens affect the
ways in which it is positioned.
3.3 Depth of Field
Motion along the absorption axis will not only cause the transitions to become Doppler
shifted, but this motion can also cause the atoms to physically move out of the depth of
field. Depth of field is is the region in which we may move the object such that the image
is still sharply resolved. The depth of field is given by [22]
δa =
2a2λ
D2
(3.5)
where the depth of field, δa, is the tolerable variation in the object distance, a. Thus for
a lens diameter D = 25.4mm we can calculate the depth of field for our imaging system.
For our 2f - imaging system, the object distance is o = 60.0mm. Therefore the depth
of field is δa = 8.7µm. Thus in order that our atoms remain in focus while subject to
the imaging beam, we require the atomic motion in the imaging axis be less than 8.7µm.
This number is only about four times greater than the diffraction limited length for this
imaging system, `diff = 2.25µm. As such, we will need to ensure that our atoms do not
move beyond this distance when we perform our simulations, discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4
Simulations
Bose-Einstein condensates present unique difficulties in obtaining images. The most con-
straining difficulty associated with BEC imaging is the inherent frailty of the condensate
itself and the influence of imaging light on this object. The scattering interaction inher-
ently involves the transfer of momentum between the photons and the atom. There are
several random elements involved in this process that can make an analytic solution diffi-
cult to obtain and thus make numeric solutions, which involve the use of random number
generators, far more favourable. Modeling the motion of an atom subject to imaging light
is simple in momentum space as the photons deliver a constant h¯k momentum kick in
a random direction to the atom upon each interaction. It is significantly more difficult
to model this behaviour in position space as the momentum of the atom causes it to
drift around in space in between momentum kicks. In response to this inhibiting diffi-
culty of obtaining an analytical solution, numeric models can be developed to model this
phenomenon to a precise level of detail.
Photons obey Poisson statistics, as discussed in section 2.3, such that we can consider
the time for detuned 780nm photons to be absorbed by an atom, tabs, given by
tabs =
1
γp
(4.1)
=
1 + IIsat +
(
2∆
Γ
)2
I
Isat
Γ
2
(4.2)
where γp is the scattering rate of photons by our atom (Equation 2.13) [15]. Fur-
thermore, our atoms spontaneously decay from the excited state with an exponential
distribution centred on the natural lifetime of the atom, tdecay, given by
tdecay =
1
Γ
(4.3)
= 26.98µs (4.4)
where Γ = 2pi×5.9×106Hz is the natural linewidth of 87Rb. In addition, the directions
of these emitted photons are randomly distributed according to the double dipole result
discussed in section 2.5. Through the utilization of a random number generator, each of
these random processes can be modeled to study the behaviour of an atom exposed to
imaging light. These simulation techniques enable us to model the random walk of atoms
in a light field and determine the optimum imaging parameters such that, on average, our
atoms move approximately a diffraction limited length. We will consider the influence
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of varying the intensity on the random walk, determining the corresponding optimum
exposure times.
In order to simulate the effects of random walk on an atom in a light field, a computa-
tional model is required. A model was constructed in MATLAB, due to the availability of
various random number distributions in the Statistics Toolbox. The resulting code created
to simulate the effects of random walk can be found in Appendix A. This computational
model was tailored specifically to model the most pertinent effects influencing the random
walk of an atom. Before the code could be constructed, the requirements of the model
needed to be identified, including effects that were necessary to simulate and the outputs
required from the simulation.
4.1 Model Requirements
Primarily, the code constructed to model the effect of an atom in a light field must simulate
the random walk of the atom due to momentum transfers between the photons and atom.
However we are only interested in atomic motion perpendicular to the absorption axis.
Consequently we can allow atomic motion greater than the diffraction limited length,
conditional on this motion being perpendicular to the imaging plane, thus parallel to the
absorption axis. Throughout this thesis, the absorption axis is defined as the x axis (unless
otherwise stated). Accordingly, in a three dimensional model atomic motion along the x
axis can exceed the diffraction limited length, provisional on this motion not exceeding
the depth of field nor causing the atom to Doppler shift off resonance. Furthermore the
atomic motion must satisfy random walk in neither the y or z axes exceeding the diffraction
limited length. Similarly, for a two dimensional model (with absorption along the x axis)
only motion along the y axis is restricted by the diffraction limited length. If we were to
construct a one dimensional model, it would be exempt from this consideration due to the
only axis present being the absorption axis.
In our model the photon arrival times must be distributed with a Poisson distribution
centred about tabs; similarly, the spontaneous photon emission must be simulated with
an exponential distribution centred about tdecay. The spontaneous emission distribution
should be modeled for both a spherically symmetric distribution and the double dipole
photon emission distribution, discussed in section 2.5. This will provide us with the ability
to determine the influence on atomic motion of considering the dipole behaviour of the
atom, in contrast to the simpler spherical distribution.
In addition to the particular simulation requirements of the code, such as random
number distributions, the code must also be accurate and reliable. Several verifications
must be performed on the computational code to determine its accuracy and validity.
These validations are discussed in section 4.3 below. Furthermore, we require several
outputs from the simulation code. After the simulation has determined the optimum
exposure time for a given intensity, the code must also output the average position and
displacement of the atom after as a result of exposure to the light. The average position
of the atom is the average of the locations of the atom after the simulation has completed;
thus if after two iterations the atom is at x = +2µm and x = −2µm, then the average
position is x = 0µm. In contrast, the average displacement of these two iterations is
x = |2|µm. We would expect the average position in the imaging plane to be far less than
the average displacement (taking into account the random nature of the simulation it is
unlikely to average to zero).
Our simulations will iterate through various imaging intensities, from 0.1×Isat to over
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200 × Isat. If we consider using resonant saturation intensity imaging, this would result
in,
tabs = 1/Γ = tdecay, (4.5)
which is the definition of saturation intensity. If instead we are imaging our atoms
with detuned light (which will be the case due to optical depth issues, discussed in section
4.1.1 below), we will require higher intensity light to saturate the atoms.
4.1.1 Optical Depth and Detuning
Bose-Einstein condensates are very dense objects, which makes them characteristically
difficult to probe. In order to image a condensate, the cloud is released from the trap
and allowed to expand for a period of time until the cloud has reached a suitable size.
Expansion occurs as a result of the repulsive potential experienced by the condensed atoms
[4]. The expanded condensate we will be considering in our simulations corresponds to 105
atoms in a box with 50µm sides, resulting in a density ofN/V = 8×1017atoms/m3. This is
in contrast to the density of most solids, which is around N/Vsolid = 1022−1023atoms/m3.
It can be difficult to probe the depths of a condensate, as the probability of absorption as
an atom travels through the condensate can be high due to the large number of atoms.
Imaging in this regime can be extremely difficult; intensity attenuation occurs as a function
of penetration of the condensate, as described by Beer’s law [16]
I (r) = I0e−OD(r). (4.6)
The optical depth is given by
OD (r) =
∫
n (r)σdx (4.7)
where n (r) is the density distribution of the condensate and σ is the absorption cross
section of the atoms. Thus from Equation 4.6 we can see that a high density object can
have a large optical depth (depending on absorption cross section), causing a vast amount
of intensity attenuation. By examining this equation, we can see there are two potential
remedies to prevent such attenuation: reduce the density or increase the detuning of the
probe laser from atomic resonance. It is not practical to alter the density of our condensate,
as high densities are required to keep the critical temperature attainable, as discussed in
section 1.1. Furthermore, expansion of the condensate already occurs so that the cloud
is large enough to image. In order to drastically affect the optical depth through cloud
expansion, this expansion would need to increased significantly, resulting in numerous
detrimental effects including motion blur and excessive cloud size. Accordingly, increasing
the detuning appears an appropriate prospect.
Equation 4.7 describes the optical depth of a cloud of atoms as an integral over the
density distribution. If we make the simplifying assumption of uniform density, we can
rewrite this equation in the far simpler form:
OD = nσ` (4.8)
where n is the average density and ` is the length of the cloud along the illumination
path. The condensate does not have a uniform density, however if we consider the average
density of the condensate, then less dense areas will experience less attenuation. If the
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intensity attenuation through the peak density is controlled to an acceptable approxima-
tion, then this will result in more than satisfactory control of attenuation in less dense
areas.
In order to determine the required detuning, we need to determine an acceptable level
of intensity attenuation by choosing the desired optical depth of our cloud. In order to
avoid excessive detuning, leading to excessive intensity requirements to saturate the atoms,
we will permit ∼ 10% of the incident intensity to be attenuated by the atom cloud. The
corresponding optical depth is OD = 0.1 which we can use to calculate the subsequent
detuning. Equation 2.12 gives the absorption cross section of our atoms; substituting in
our optical depth we can rewrite this equation in the form:
∆ =
Γ
2
√
σ0n`
OD
− I
Isat
− 1 (4.9)
where σ0 = 3λ2pi is the resonant absorption cross section and Isat = 16.26W/m
2 is the
resonant saturation intensity. If we consider the high detuning regime, we can discard the
last two terms of Equation 4.9 and the detuning becomes ∆ = 31.8MHz. This detuning
is approximately 10 half linewidths greater than the natural linewidth, which is the high
detuning regime and will consequently be used in our simulations.
4.1.2 Sources of Motion
Previous discussion have focused on considering the atomic motion resulting from the
random walk of an atom in a light field. However there are other effects at play in our
imaging system that will cause atomic motion and we need to consider these effects to
determine if they warrant inclusion in our simulations. There are several sources of motion
at play when we attempt to take an image of an atom cloud. These sources include:
thermal motion of the atoms, expansion due to release from the trap, gravitational falling
and of course random walk. In order that no evidence of motion blur to be present in
our image, the total motion of the atom should be less than the diffraction limited length,
irrespective of the source.
By analyzing all these sources of motion for an standard exposure time of 100µs we
can determine their effect on our atoms. This will allow us to predict the importance of
these effects, as the exposure times will generally range from around 50µs to about 400µs.
The first (and simplest) effect we will consider is gravitational falling. Gravitational falling
influences our atoms due to release from the trap. Released atoms will fall due to gravity
and it would seem that this would cause motion blur in our image. However to optimize
our imaging system, it is straightforward to eliminate the effect of gravitational falling by
simply imaging our atoms by passing the imaging beam straight up through the falling
atoms. Albeit we should consider motion along the absorption axis with the effect of
gravity included, as there are Doppler shift and depth of focus concerns. We can model
gravitational modeling through the equation,
sgrav = gtexpansiontexposure +
1
2
gt2exposure = 2.01µm (4.10)
where g = 9.81ms(−2) is the gravitational acceleration at Earth’s surface and texpansion
is the duration of time we wait for the atom to expand after release from the trap before
imaging the atoms with an exposure time of texposure. In Equation 4.10 above we have
considered a typical expansion time of texpansion = 2ms which allows to atom cloud to
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grow to an appropriate size to be imaged. Thus in exposure times of order 100µs, the
velocities attained will not cause Doppler shifting and the displacement is less than the
depth of field, δa = 8.7µm. By imaging up through the atoms, gravity will actually damp
the influence of the imaging laser on absorption axis motion. Accordingly gravity will not
have detrimental effects on our imaging system and we do not need to consider this effect
in any greater detail.
Releasing atoms from the trap is performed to allow the atoms to expand, due to the
repulsive potential experienced by the condensed atoms. In Equation 1.9 we determined
the energy per particle for a trapped Bose-Einstein condensate to be Eatom = 3.9 ×
10−30J/atom. Therefore we can consider the effect of cloud expansion by converting all this
trap energy into kinetic energy to establish an upper limit on the atomic expansion velocity.
If we convert Eatom into kinetic energy, the associated velocity is vexpansion = 7.3mm/s.
In order to allow to atom to grow to a suitable size for imaging, imaging is delayed until
texpansion = 2ms after release from the trap. However we are only interested in movement
of the atoms during the exposure time, texposure = 100µs. Consequently the atomic
displacement after we have performed our 100µs imaging exposure, is sexpansion = 0.7µm.
This is approximately 30% of the diffraction limited length, and as such this expansion
does not have a significant effect on our imaging system and will not contribute in any
major way to motion blur.
The third source of motion to consider is the effect of atomic thermal motion. Thermal
motion will not have a significant influence on our images due to the relatively low number
of thermal atoms. A BEC contains a large number of atoms in the ground state, due to the
properties of the Bose-Einstein distribution, discussed in section 1.1. Some of the higher
order modes of the trap will be populated, however there will be relatively few atoms in
these states. While thermal atoms are present, the majority of atoms will not contribute
to thermal motion and as such thermal motion is not a significant effect in Bose-Einstein
condensate imaging.
It should be noted that spontaneous emission is not the sole source of photon emission,
our atoms also exhibit stimulated emission, due to the nature of the Optical Bloch equa-
tions discussed in section 2.2. Stimulated emission will cause photons to be emitted parallel
to the surrounding photons, such that photons emitted through stimulated emission travel
in the positive x direction. The effect of this phenomenon, in terms of momentum, is that
the atoms will experience two momentum kicks, close together, in opposite directions, of
equal magnitude. A momentum kick from photon absorption causes the atom to recoil
in the positive x direction, however this motion soon canceled out by stimulated photon
emission, kicking the atom in the negative x direction. Consequently, stimulated emission
will not result in the build up of atomic speed, in contrast to the process of absorption
and spontaneous emission. The time between absorption and emission is determined by
the Rabi frequency,
Ω =
I
Isat
Γ
2
= 2pi × 5.8MHz (4.11)
where we have considered an intensity of I = 32W/m2, which will become relevant
in the simulations. Therefore because the atoms Rabi flop at 5.8MHz, the atom will
wait 1.4 × 10−8s between absorption and emission. Thus with the recoil velocity given
by vr = hmλ = 5.9mm/s, the step size after each Rabi flop is 0.08nm, which is incredibly
small. Over a 100µs exposure the total motion due to stimulated emission will be 300nm
which is negligible, especially along the absorption axis. For this reason we can neglect
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the effect of stimulated emission in our computational models.
Throughout our simulations we will focus primarily on the effects due to random walk
of atoms being imaged by incident laser light. We will construct our simulation models
to analyze the behaviour of atoms in response to random walk, although this code will
be suitable for future modification to include other effects should we identify auxiliary
influences of significance.
4.2 The Models
Several models were constructed to model the behaviour of atomic random walk as a result
of photon momentum transfers. Varying levels of dimensionality were simulated, with the
compile time and complexity of the code scaling with dimensionality. A one dimensional
model was initially constructed to gain a simple understanding of the problem, however
this simulation bares littles resemblance to the physical system. The primary drawback
of the one dimensional simulation is the lack of imaging dimensions. Only the absorption
axis is present in a one dimensional model, which prohibits us from utilizing the increase
in atomic motion from concealment in non-imaging dimensions.
Motion along the absorption axis is common to most models, and the one dimensional
model exhibits this behaviour. Photons each carry momentum pphoton = h¯k, where k is
the wavevector of the photons, which transfers to the atom upon absorption causing the
atom to recoil in the positive x direction. Spontaneous photon emission then causes the
atom to receive another momentum kick, with the direction (forward or backward) decided
by an unbiased coin toss. Thus over one cycle of absorption and emission this results in
our one dimensional atom either gaining a momentum kick of 2h¯k or 0, as the momentum
kicks either add together or cancel out as shown in Figure 4.1. This one dimensional
motion in the absorption axis is exhibited by the two and three dimensional models along
the x axis.
Due to the magnitude of the momentum transferred in both photon absorption and
emission being equal (|∆p| = h¯k), it is impossible for the atoms to move in the negative
x direction in our simulations. The best the atoms can achieve is for the absorption and
emission momentum kicks to be in opposite directions along the x axis, which results in no
net velocity change for that particular scatter event. This scenario is statistically unlikely,
hence atomic motion drifts toward the positive x direction.
Computational models were constructed in both two and three dimensions, with the
three dimensional models providing the most accurate simulation of the physical reality.
Each of these models were constructed to analyze the effect on the simulation results of
reducing the model complexity. The basic operation of each of these various models is
outlined in the flowcharts seen in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. In order to determine the distance
an atom random walks, absorption and spontaneous emission velocity kicks are systemat-
ically applied to the atom. This process is repeated until the atomic motion exceeds the
exposure time, upon which the atom is taken one step back and then allowed to move until
the duration of the exposure is completed. To eliminate a substantial amount of random
variation, this computation of random walk is repeated Z = 1, 000 times. The resulting
average random walk distance is then compared to the diffraction limited length. The
computation of random walk is repeated for incrementally increasing exposure times until
the diffraction limited length is reached, at which point the entire process begins again
for Z = 10, 000 and then Z = 100, 000 iterations. At the completion of all this repetition,
the optimum exposure time for this given intensity and detuning is then reported, in con-
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Figure 4.1: Shows the one dimensional process of absorption and spontaneous emission of a
photon by an atom. The momentum of the photon pphoton = hλ is absorbed by the atom. The
recoil velocity is vr = 5.9mm/s. Steps 3a and 3b illustrate the two possibilities for spontaneous
emission by the atom resulting in atomic velocities: v = 0 and v = 2vr, respectively.
junction with parameters such as average atomic displacement and final velocity. Specific
details of the simulations can be obtained in the MATLAB code, in Appendix A.
4.2.1 Two Dimensional Model
Detecting Bose-Einstein condensates by illuminating cold atoms with detuned light and
imaging the shadow on a CCD array is a three dimensional phenomenon. The atoms
are free to move in any direction and the image detected on the CCD array is a two
dimensional image of a three dimensional object. Variations along the absorption axis are
integrated over and we obtain the average density behaviour of the condensate along the
x axis. In conjunction with superior compilation time, a two dimensional model of these
imaging processes provides a useful comparison tool for the three dimensional models.
Two versions of the two dimensional code were constructed to test the effect of ne-
glecting photon absorption recoil. In both these models photon absorption occurred along
the x axis and spontaneous emission was restricted to occur only within a two dimensional
plane, either the x−y or y− z planes, as shown in Figure 4.4. The model with absorption
within the x − y plane was labeled ”2D axis” due to the inclusion of the absorption axis
motion. Absorption in the y − z plane was defined as ”2D plane” due to the exclusion
of absorption axis motion in favour of modeling only the emission in a separate imaging
plane.
Simulation of the two dimensional model was carried out for a single intensity, I =
32W/m2 ≈ 2Isat. Iteration of the intensity through various regimes (I = 0.1Isat to
I = I∆sat) was not carried out in the two dimensional code, in contrast to the three
dimensional code. Modeling the imaging system in two dimensions was not designed to
determine the optimum intensity or exposure time. The purpose of the two dimensional
code was purely to determine the effect of reducing dimensionality and neglecting the
influence of absorption recoil.
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Input:
intensity,exposure time, Z and
diffraction limit
Calculate random walk
Z times
Average random walk
displacement > diffraction limit?
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NO
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Z = Z x 10
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NO
Ouput:
Optimum exposure time = previous exposure time increment
Figure 4.2: Shows the basic operation of our simulations, and applies to both two and three
dimensional models due to the generality of this flowchart. Incrementation of the exposure time
occurred in approximately 10%, 5% and then 1% intervals for Z = 1000, 10000 and 100000 it-
erations, respectively. The calculation of the random walk distance is described in Figure 4.3.
The query ”average random walk displacement > diffraction limit” applies to all non-absorption
dimensions, ie not the x dimension.
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Input:
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Figure 4.3: Shows the specific operation involved in numerically obtaining the atomic random
walk. This basic operation applies equally to both two and three dimensional models. In the
three dimensional models, there are two random emission angles (θ and φ) to determine, instead
of simply θ for the two dimensional models.
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Figure 4.4: Image above shows the two cases of absorption in our two-dimensional model: ab-
sorption through the two dimensional plane with spontaneous emission within this 2D plane; and
absorption along the x axis with spontaneous emission also occurring in this plane.
4.2.2 Three Dimensional Model
The three dimensional model provides the most accurate description of the behaviour of
an atom in a light field. Photons are absorbed by the atom along the x axis, which then
spontaneously emits photons in any direction, with probability determined by treating the
atom as a double electric dipole, as discussed in section 2.5. We can model this behaviour
by simulating the effect of this double dipole, however the influence of this distribution
can be explored by comparing it to a spherically symmetric photon emission distribution
(”3D sphere”). As such both distributions were modeled.
Iteration through intensities was performed only for the three dimensional double
dipole distribution model (”3D dipole”) due to its superior resemblance to physical real-
ity. The optimum exposure times for the 3D dipole model were calculated for an imaging
intensity ranging from I = 0.1 × Isat through to beyond I = 200 × Isat. However the
3D sphere model was only simulated for an intensity of I = 32W/m2, consistent with
the other models (two and three dimensional), in order to gain some comparison between
models.
Basic operation of the three dimensional simulations shares significant similarities with
the two dimensional models; the operation of the three dimensional code is summarized
by Figure 4.2. Determining the random walk in these three dimensional models involved
the same basic operation as the two dimensional models. However in contrast, we had to
consider movement through all three dimensions and the photon emission directions were
given by the respective distribution.
4.3 Validations
A common dilemma with modeling physical phenomenon is evaluating the quality of the
simulation results. The process of creating computational models is prone to error due to
various factors, not least incorrect typing and syntax errors. Furthermore, a simulation is
of little use if it is unreliable. Hence, in order to simulate the processes of Bose-Einstein
condensate imaging and obtain optimized imaging parameters, we must verify the integrity
of any computational models. For this reason, several criteria were constructed that each
simulation was required to satisfy for the output results to be verified and reliable.
Each and every model needed to be verified; we needed to determine expected outputs
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from the code given certain input parameters based on the physics involved. Examples
include determining the velocity of our atoms after a large number of interactions and the
total number of photons scattered by an atom in a set time. All validations were carried
out using a constant imaging intensity, I = 32W/m2. This was done in order to allow us to
use the data obtained by running the validation simulations to compare the dimensionality
differences, as discussed in section 4.2. Several tests were created for the models, some of
which applied to both two and three dimensional models, however focus was on the three
dimensional simulations due to their resemblance to the real world applications of imaging
Bose-Einstein condensates.
4.3.1 Validation #1: Velocity in absorption axis
The first test of our models is the behaviour of the atomic velocity along the absorption
axis. After a large number of photon scatters by the atom, we would expect the momentum
from the randomly-directed, spontaneously emitted photons to cancel out such that the
absorption momentum is the primary influence on the atomic motion. We can evaluate
whether our models satisfy this criterion by running the simulations and outputting the
atomic velocity along the x axis and comparing these results with analytic expectations.
Analytically we can determine the expected velocity behaviour of our atoms by con-
sidering the effect of an atom being bombarded by photons. We are imaging the atoms
with I = 32W/m2 intensity light, detuned by 31.8MHz. The atoms will experience a rate
of velocity change (or rather, acceleration) given by
R∆v =
Iσvr
Ep
= 1.80× 103ms−1/s (4.12)
where vr = 5.9mm/s is the change in velocity due to momentum transfer to and
from the atom. By simulating the model and obtaining an optimum exposure time for
I = 32W/m2, we can compare the simulated final x velocity with the analytical velocity
determined by considering the rate of velocity change:
vrate = R∆vtexposure (4.13)
A secondary analytical verification of the atomic velocity along the absorption axis can
be obtained and used to test the accuracy of our simulations. After a number of photon
scatters the photon absorption processes dominate the motion of the atom. This is due to
the random directions associated with the spontaneously emitted photons canceling each
other out. Thus if we multiply the number of times an atom has scattered a photon by
the recoil velocity vr, as shown below
vcancel = nscattervr (4.14)
we will obtain an expression for the x velocity of the atom, which can be compared
to the simulation output. In Equation 4.14 above, nscatters is the number of photons the
atom scatters during the exposure time. Due to the large number of iterations we will be
performing (to eliminate the effects of random numbers), the number of photons scattered
is unlikely to be an integer. Rounding to the nearest integer of the number of photon
scatters was included in the simulations to address the physical dilemmas associated with
considering a non integer number of events.
Two regimes must be considered with the two dimensional model: 2D axis and 2D
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plane, corresponding to the imaging plane parallel and perpendicular to the absorption
axis, respectively. We cannot apply this validation of motion along the absorption axis
to the 2D plane simulation because this model is devoid of absorption recoil, as shown in
Figure 4.4. Accordingly the only two dimensional model we can verify with this validation
is the 2D axis model. The scenario modeled by 2D axis exhibits absorption along the x
axis and emission occurs throughout the x− y plane.
Both three dimensional models, spherical and double dipole distributions, are suitable
for analysis of the final x velocity. The presence of all three dimensions permits us to simu-
late the effect of having both momentum transfer along the absorption axis in concert with
photon emission over all three dimensions. Interestingly, the increase in dimensionality
has negligible effect on the final velocity of the atoms along the x axis. This is a result
of the emission of photons over a two dimensional plane canceling in much the same way
as emission over a three dimensional sphere. It should be noted that the double dipole
distribution is not spherically symmetric, however it is cylindrically symmetric and sym-
metric along the absorption axis. Consequently, the double dipole emission distribution
will average to zero and not affect the final x velocity. Therefore, we can use the simu-
lation results from both the spherical and double dipole three-dimensional models with
Equations 4.13 and 4.14 to evaluate their accuracy.
The simulation outputs for both the two and three dimensional models, and the corre-
sponding analytical expectations, are shown in Table 4.1. We can see that the analytical
and numerical results agree quite well. The largest discrepancy between simulation and
calculated velocities is less than 3%, which is a very favourable result considering the ran-
dom functions involved in the simulation process. Thus we can conclude that all tested
models successfully satisfy this test of validity.
Z texposure nscatter vsim vrate vcancel
# [µm] # [mm/s] [mm/s] [mm/s]
2D axis 100k 135 41 243 243 242
3D sphere 100k 152 47 268 274 276
3D dipole 100k 154 48 279 277 282
Table 4.1: Shows the results of validation #1. We can see that the calculated analytical results
compare favourably with the simulation outputs, indicating agreement. The 2D plane model is
absent due to its independence from an absorption axis.
4.3.2 Validation # 2: Number of Scatter Events
Photons are scattered at a rate given by Equation 2.13, and we can use this rate to detect
errors in our model. By considering the optimum exposure time, determined numerically,
we are able to determine the accuracy of our code by comparing this time with the average
total time for a single scatter event, Tscatter = tabs+ tdecay. We can consult our simulation
results and divide the total exposure time by Tscatter to find the number of photon scatters,
Ndivide = texposure/Tscatter. Furthermore, multiplying the rate of photon scatters, given
by Equation 2.13, by the numerical optimal exposure time we obtain another method
of determining the number of expected scatter events, Nmultiply = γptexposure. Thus we
can confirm the validity of our simulations by comparing these results with nscatter, the
number of photon scatters reported by the simulation output.
This validation applies equally to all our two and three dimensional models, as a
consequence of the generic requirement of photons scattering from the atom in all models.
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The comparisons are shown in Table 4.2. From this table we can observe that all our
models again agree with the expected analytical results. The greatest difference between
the numerical and analytical outputs is less then 5%, which is again acceptable considering
the random nature of computation. Thus our simulations have passed this validation.
Z texposure[µm] nscatter Ndivide Nmultiply
2D axis 100k 135 41 41 41
2D plane 100k 135 41 41 41
3D sphere 100k 152 47 46 47
3D dipole 100k 154 48 46 47
Table 4.2: Shows the results of validation #2. We can see that the calculated analytical results
compare favourably with the simulation outputs, indicating agreement.
4.3.3 Validation # 3: Imaging Plane Position Average
Due to the symmetry of the photon emission direction in both two and three dimensional
models, the random walk positions in the imaging plane should average to zero. However
our simulations involve the implementation of numerous random processes. It will be
unlikely that the position of our atoms after Z = 100, 000 iterations will average perfectly
to zero. Instead a more realistic expectation is that the average position should be far
smaller than the average displacement, where ”position” and ”displacement” have been
defined in section 4.1. Basically, the position is given by taking the sum of the final
positions of each of the simulations and dividing by the number of iterations. In contrast,
the displacement is obtained by taking the absolute sum of the final positions and then
dividing by the number of iterations.
This validation applies to all our simulations: 2D axis, 2D plane, 3D sphere and 3D
dipole. In order to evaluate the accuracy of our models with regard to this validation we
will analyze the ratio of the average position and displacement of non-absorption axes.
We will only be concerned with the y axis in the 2D axis model, although both the y and
z axes will be of interest in the other models. If our simulations were to fail the validation,
it would infer that the photon emission distribution is not cylindrically or spherically
symmetric, depending on model.
By consulting Table 4.3 we can see that for all the non absorbing axes, the position is
less than 5% of the displacement. This is a positive result for this validation, indicating
the accuracy of the simulation with regards to the final position of the atom.
Position[nm] Displacement[nm] Ratio
(
Position
Displacement
)
x y z x y z x y z
2D axis 16791 106.6 N/A 16791 2218.8 N/A 100% 4.7% N/A
2D plane N/A 37.8 5.4 N/A 2231.0 2249.3 N/A 1.7% 0.2%
3D sphere 21308 80.0 69.3 21308 2225.7 2227.3 100% 3.6% 3.1%
3D dipole 21883 68.7 54.0 21883 2223.5 2014.9 100% 3.1% 2.7%
Table 4.3: Comparison of displacement and position of random walks. The x position and
displacement is equal because our atoms are prohibited from travel in the negative x direction.
Each simulation was iterated Z = 100, 000 times. We can see that the ratio for each model is
acceptably small and hence each model satisfies this validation.
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Figure 4.5: Shows the angles θ and φ relative to the Cartesian axes.
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Figure 4.6: Shows histograms of both the angles θ and φ for the double dipole distributions where
the angles are broken into one degree segments.
4.3.4 Validation # 4: Dipole Distribution in 3D
In order to simulate the effect of imaging our atom with circularly polarized light, we
treated the atom as two electric dipoles being driven by linearly polarized light, as dis-
cussed in section 2.5. Modeling this effect required the specific construction of a random
number distribution that would select angles corresponding to the double dipole distribu-
tion function, or rather the ”peanut” distribution seen in Figure 2.5.2. This represents
an additional potential source of error for our computational models, as an error may be
incurred in the implementation of this distribution. Accordingly we need to verify that no
errors have been incurred as a result of modeling this behaviour.
One method of verification is to plot a sample distribution of the angles θ and φ to
determine if the observed distribution agrees with expectations. The angles θ and φ are
shown relative to the Cartesian axes in Figure 4.5. Each angle is selected randomly from
the appropriate distribution, implying that a large sample space will be required in order
to observe the collective behaviour of the distribution. By sampling 10, 000 angles in each
of the distributions, we obtained the distributions shown in Figure 4.6.
The angles θ and φ needed to be distributed such that the emitted photons would ex-
hibit the double dipole distribution in section 2.5. The azimuthal angle φ was distributed
according to Equation 2.32 and the zenith angle θ was weighted according to a sine distri-
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bution to account for bias toward the angles near θ = 0 and pi. For the 3D dipole model
to pass this validation, the distributions shown in Figure 4.6 must exhibit the behaviour
of a sine distribution and Equation 2.32.
It is evident from Figure 4.6 that the φ distribution does behave as we would expect.
The distribution oscillates between the maximum angle probability of φ = 0 to half the
maximum at φ = pi/2 and back to the maximum at φ = pi. This behaviour is characteristic
of Equation 2.32 and thus indicates agreement of our simulation of the φ angle with the
theory. Additionally, the θ distribution behaves as expected; the angles around θ = 0, pi
are weighted such that they occur significantly less than θ = pi/2, which takes into account
issues with breaking the surface of a sphere into equal area segments. Thus we can conclude
that our double dipole distribution has been successfully incorporated into our simulations,
and we should be obtaining accurate simulation results from the 3D dipole model.
4.3.5 Validation # 5: Velocity Distributions
After iterating our code (two and three dimensional) we would expect that the velocities
should begin to show simple behaviour, on average. The x velocity should appear to
become a linearly increasing function with time, as in general the velocity kicks from
photon emission should cancel out and we should find the absorption momentum transfer
to be the dominant effect. Furthermore this photon emission velocity cancellation should
lead to the velocity in non-absorption axes averaging to zero as a function of time. If our
simulations were to fail this validation, there may be several sources, however the likely
perpetrator would be a failure of modeling a cylindrically or spherically symmetric photon
emission distribution, although other factors may be at fault. Validation of the behaviour
of the x velocity does not apply to the 2D plane model, due to the neglect of atomic
motion along the x axis in this model.
We expect from this validation that upon averaging over all the paths of the atom, the
x, y and z velocities will form relatively straight lines, although the paths they correspond
to are random in nature. This is a rather significant result when we consider the scatter
of our data. To illustrate this point we have iterated the 3D dipole simulation Z = 100
times and plotted out the velocity of each iteration as a function of time and overlaid the
averages of these velocities, as shown in Figure 4.3.5. These plots clearly show the expected
behaviour from our velocity distributions including the canceling out of the scatter by the
averaging process. Thus we need to consider the accuracy of our other models, with respect
to this validation.
By iterating our simulations Z = 100, 000 times we would expect most of the random
nature of the code to be averaged out. Thus the average velocity as a function of time along
the x axis should be a linearly increasing function and the y and/or z velocities should
average to zero and remain zero as a function of time. Admittedly, it is unlikely due to
the random nature of the simulations that our models will average to zero, however they
should average zero on the scale of their scatter. Both the absorption and non-absorption
axis velocities are indeed satisfied by our two and three dimensional simulations. We
will not show this data, as it consumes a large volume of space and does not show any
dynamics, all the plots are as straight as those seen in Figure 4.3.5.
Our models satisfy the requirement on the velocities in all three dimensions, where
applicable. Thus we can conclude that our simulations have satisfied this, the last of
our validations. Therefore we have observed uniform agreement between the theory and
our models. This outcome indicates that our simulations are accurate and devoid of any
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Figure 4.7: Shows the combined behaviour of the atomic velocities along each of the axes for
Z = 100 iterations of the 3D dipole simulation with I = 32W/m2 and an exposure time arbitrarily
chosen to be 121µs. It is evident that there is a large amount of scatter due to the random
nature of the simulations, however the averaging processes appear to compensate well. Each plot
corresponds to: (a) the x velocity, (b) the y velocity, and (c) the z velocity, as functions of time.
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Figure 4.8: Shows a demonstration of the x velocity as a function of time for the: (a) 2D axis,
and (b) 3D spherical simulations, respectively. Each of the y and z plots look identical to these
plots for each of the models to which they apply.
serious errors that will affect the results. Accordingly we can now use these simulations to
determine the parameters required to optimize the imaging of Bose-Einstein condensate
imaging. These simulations will allow us to model the behaviour of the random processes
in our imaging system and determine the imaging intensity and exposure time required to
optimize the signal to noise ratio of our image.
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Chapter 5
Results
We can now consider the output from our simulations to evaluate the optimum imaging
parameters for our detection system. Other experimental limitations were also considered,
such as detector noise. Distortions to an image resulting from noise on the signal will be
considered experimentally and attempts will be made to minimize these perversions to our
image.
5.1 Simulations
The models were constructed in one, two and three dimensions, however the usefulness of
the model scaled with the dimensionality. Consequently the three dimensional model was
subject to the most rigorous construction and investigation. The code was constructed
to model the random walk of a single, two level 87Rb atom being bombarded with laser
light at a wavelength of 780nm of varying intensities. Furthermore, atomic random walk
was restricted below the diffraction limited length, ` = 2.249µm (determined by lens
choice). Both three and two dimensional models were constructed and provided a point of
comparison with the main piece of simulation: the three dimensional model utilizing the
double dipole distribution.
The benefit provided by using simulation techniques to model the behaviour of an atom
in a light field is that computational random number generators are relatively powerful
and simple to implement, compared to their analytical counterparts. Consideration of our
computational limitations was necessary due to the magnitude of our models. Execution
of the simulations was performed on a single 3GHz Pentium 4 processor with 1GB of
RAM. The simulations generally required computation for around 48 hours in order to
complete with this hardware.
5.1.1 Dimensional Dependence
Four different models were constructed: 2D axis, 2D plane, 3D sphere and 3D dipole. The
output from the first three models can be compared with the 3D dipole simulation, which
most accurately describes the physical reality of our imaging system. An outcome from this
comparison may be that the lower dimension and simpler simulations produce simulation
results very similar to the full three dimensional model. In this event, it may be prudent in
future work to model the behaviour of our atoms with these lower dimension simulations
in order to improve computation time and allow us to simulate more phenomena affecting
our atoms.
Each of the models were optimally iterated Z = 100, 000 times in order to obtain
confidence in the precision of our simulations. However in some circumstances, only Z =
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10, 000 iterations were performed due to exhaustion of computational resources. The
corresponding optimum exposure times, toptimum, are shown in Table 5.1.
Model toptimum[µs]
2D axis 135
2D plane 135
3D sphere 152
3D dipole 154
Table 5.1: Comparison of the optimum exposure times corresponding to a 31.8MHz detuned
imaging intensity of I = 32W/m2. We can see that there appears to be a discrepancy between the
two and three dimensional models.
From Table 5.1 we can see that there is a discrepancy between the two and three
dimensional models. Therefore it would appear that we cannot accurately model the be-
haviour of our atoms with a purely two dimensional model. As such, we cannot reduce
the dimensionality of our model in order to improve the computation time without ex-
periencing a loss of model accuracy. Furthermore, we can see from Table 5.1 that there
does not appear to be a strong difference between the different variations within the two
and three dimensional models. It may appear that we do not possess sufficient data to
make that assertion, we only have two numbers for each of the two and three dimensional
models in Table 5.1. However we should note that to obtain these values we iterated the
random walk of a single atom 100, 000 times to eliminate a large degree of uncertainty.
Consequently these values are accurate to within about 5% or less, which implies that the
two dimensional models agree, as do the three dimensional models.
We can see that there appears to be an influence on the atomic random walk due to
variations in the dimensionality of the model. This appears logical when we consider if
we were to break up all the possible emission directions for the two and three dimensional
models. There are more possible emission directions in three dimensions than in two
dimensions such that the atom can ”waste” momentum kicks moving along the absorption
axis and not in the imaging plane. Accordingly the atom will take longer to random walk
a diffraction limited distance in the three dimensional models than in two dimensions,
as is seen in Table 5.1. If we wish to study the behaviour of atomic random walk, it
would appear that a two dimensional model is not a sufficient substitute for a full three
dimensional model. It would seem that there is little influence from the double dipole
distribution relative to a spherically symmetric photon emission distribution. It may be
prudent to use the spherically symmetric distribution if we are only interested in studying
the random walk to determine the optimum exposure time, if there is a corresponding
benefit, such as computation time.
5.1.2 General Simulation Outputs
Modeling the behaviour of atoms subject to incident imaging light potentially involves
the inclusion of a wide range of physical phenomenon. In section 2.6 we commented on
the effect of motion along the absorption axis potentially causing the transitions required
for imaging, Doppler shifting off resonance. The condition derived was that if our atoms
moved at a velocity less than vDoppler = 78cm/s, then Doppler shift effects would be negli-
gible. Therefore we consider the final velocities along the x axis for our various models and
determine the validity of our presumption to neglect this effect. The final velocities along
the absorption axis are displayed in Table 5.2. We can clearly see that our simulations do
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Figure 5.1: Shows the behaviour of the optimum exposure time as a function of intensity. It
appears that the exposure time is decreasing exponentially and then approaches some saturation
level, as a function of intensity. The 5, 10, 30, 50, 100, 150, 200× Isat and I = Isat,detuned intensities
were only iterated Z = 10, 000 times unlike the other intensities which were iterated Z = 100, 000
times.
not violate our conservative condition for Doppler effects to be insignificant to our imaging
system. Thus the transition discussed in section 2.2 will not receive significant detrimental
perturbation in response to the motion of atoms relative to the light source, during the
exposure time.
Model X Velocityfinal[cm/s]
2D axis 24.3
2D plane N/A
3D sphere 26.8
3D dipole 27.9
Table 5.2: Shows the final velocities along the absorption axis from our various simulations. The
2D plane simulation neglects motion along the x axis, and hence has no final x velocity.
Another possible influence we considered is the depth of field. If our atoms move
beyond the depth of field, it will cause them to fall out of focus. In section 2.6 we
determined the depth of field to be given by δa = 8.7µm, such that if the atoms move
less than this distance during the exposure time they will remain acceptably in focus.
From Table 4.3 we see that the in each of the dimensional dependence simulations, where
I = 32W/m2, the atoms move out of the depth of focus. The final x displacements for the
2D axis, 3D sphere and 3D dipole are 16.8µm, 21.3µm and 21.9µm, respectively, which are
all greater than δa. Consequently we conclude that depth of field is actually violated by
all our models and thus must be taken into account in order to achieve true optimization.
This result was not anticipated prior to simulating our models, which is the cause of its
absence in these models.
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Figure 5.2: Shows the behaviour of our atoms as we iterate over various intensities. (a) Shows
the number of photons absorbed by an atom as a function of incident intensity, and (b) shows the
absorption cross section of an atom being imaged as a function of intensity. Neither the number of
photons absorbed nor the absorption cross section appear to be limiting to any obvious saturation
level, although they do indicate some leveling as a function of intensity.
5.1.3 Intensity Iteration
Our three dimensional double dipole simulation determined the optimum exposure time
for a number of different intensities, ranging from 0.1× resonant saturation intensity to
beyond 200 × Isat. The optimum exposure times for each iterated intensity are shown
in Figure 5.1. Due to the limitations of our computational hardware, we were unable
to average over the usual Z = 100, 000 repetitions for all our different intensities. The
I = 5, 10, 30, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 232 × Isat intensities were only iterated Z = 10, 000
times. This means each of the results for these intensities are not as accurate as their
Z = 100, 000 counterparts. However due to our graphical interpretation of the data, these
imprecisions are unlikely to be detrimental.
From Figure 5.1 we can see that as we decrease the imaging intensity, the exposure time
increases dramatically. However, as we increase the intensity beyond around I = 10× Isat
we observe that the optimum exposure time appears to plateau and as such we would
expect the number of photons as a function of intensity to be roughly linear in this regime.
This plateauing of the optimum exposure time as a function of intensity would seem to
indicate saturation of some phenomenon involved in the imaging process. It could be that
as we drive our atoms harder and harder with increasing intensities of light, the random
walk approaches some limit; this may be due to the effect of the photon absorption cross
section possibly saturating under the influence of detuned imaging light. This plateau
might also be described by the time taken for our atoms to reach the diffraction limited
distance approaching some saturation point (independent of the absorption cross section).
We can see the behaviour of the number of photons absorbed and the absorption cross
section as functions of intensity in Figure 5.1.3.
From Figure 5.1.3 we see that neither the number of absorbed photons, nor the photon
absorption cross section exhibit the same dramatic plateau effect seen in Figure 5.1. There
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Figure 5.3: Shows the random walk of our atoms parallel to the absorption axis as we iterate over
various intensities. (a) Shows the x displacement of our atoms as a function of incident intensity,
and (b) shows a close-up image of the data between the region from I = 0× Isat to I = 10× Isat.
We can observe some very interesting behaviour from our atoms, which are not behaving in a
strictly increasing manner, as initially expected.
must be some other explanation for the apparent saturation displayed by the optimum
exposure time as a function of intensity. Regardless, further work must be carried out to
investigate the source of the plateau seen in Figure 5.1, such that we may understand the
phenomenon we are observing in this data.
Iteration of our three dimensional double dipole simulation over various intensities
facilitates an analysis of the random walk parallel to the absorption axis. The depth of
field of our imaging system was calculated to be δa = 8.7µm in section 3.3. Therefore
we can determine if any of our iterated intensities violate this criterion by considering the
data shown in Figure 5.1.3. We can see from these plots that our atoms are behaving
in a very strange, and unexpected manner. It appears that something interesting occurs
around I = 3−5×Isat = 50−80W/m2 intensities that drastically affects the random walk
parallel to the absorption axis. This result is additionally curious due to the absence of
this behaviour in the random walk perpendicular to the absorption axis. The simulation
outputs had an estimated uncertainty of ∼ 5%, which is not sufficient to explain the
strange behaviour exhibited in Figure 5.1.3. One may have anticipated that the absorption
axis random walk would scale with intensity, such that low intensities would result in
satisfaction of the depth of field, and high intensities causing violation of the depth of field
criterion. However we should consider that all of the absorption axis outputs correspond
to random walk in one of the axes perpendicular to the absorption axis equalling the
diffraction limited length, `diff = 2.25µm. Due to the bias of our atoms to drift along the
x axis, as a result of photon absorption constantly occuring in the positive x direction,
it does not appear entirely striking that our atoms will always travel at least four times
farther in the x direction than in any other direction. Although it is striking that there is
a sharp change in the absorption axis random walk between 50 and 80W/m2.
With our simulation data, we should consider the effect on the signal to noise ratio
on a single pixel of our CCD array. For our cloud of 105 atoms in (50µm)3, we have
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Figure 5.4: Shows the signal to noise ratio of our absorption image as a function of intensity. Each
data point is calculated for the corresponding optimum exposure time at that intensity. Clearly
we can see that there appears to be an optimum signal to noise ratio of ∼ 33 corresponding to
a 31.8MHz detuned imaging intensity somewhere between I = 50 and 100 × Isat. The optimum
exposure time for intensities in this region is topt ≈ 30µs
an atomic density of N/V = 8 × 1017atoms/m3. Thus there are 10240atoms in the
column of gas over a single pixel in the PhotonMAX CCD array. However we should
note that our imaging system requires magnification by a factor of 10×, such that the
effective number of atoms obstructing light reaching a single pixel on the CCD array is
Ncolumn = 10240/102 = 102.4atoms Therefore the signal is proportional to the number of
photons absorbed by all of these atoms, where each atom absorbed Nabsorb photons, given
by
Nabsorb =
Iσtexposureλ
hc
photons/atom. (5.1)
The noise will be proportional to the number of magnified photons incident on each
pixel, regardless of absorption by atoms,
Nincident =
IAtexposureλ
hc
(5.2)
where A =
(
16× 10−6)2 /102m2 is the effective area of each pixel in the PhotonMAX
after magnification. The resulting signal to noise ratio as a function of intensity is given
by Figure 5.4. This is perhaps the most important plot contained within this thesis. From
Figure 5.4 we can see that in order to maximize the signal to noise ratio, we need to use
incident intensity of around 50 to 100 × Isat = 813 to 1626W/m2. This result takes into
account the influence of controlling random walk and all the other effects we included in
the simulations, such as detuning.
For incident intensities at or above the saturation intensity, the photon scattering rate
(Equation 2.13) is clamped to approximately 107photons/s/atom. Increasing the intensity
well beyond saturation increases the number of unscattered photons, increasing the shot
noise, but leaves the signal relatively unchanged. The signal to noise ratio decreases for
intensities well above saturation. As we reduce the intensity into the low intensity limit,
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the signal decreases proportional to the intensity. The shot noise, however, is proportional
to the square root of the intensity leading to a reduction in the signal to noise ratio as we
decrease intensity from saturation.
It would seem reasonable, that for optimal signal to noise ratio, we would image
close to saturation, that is, at intensities that result in the maximum photon scattering
rate and no higher. At low light intensity, the absorption cross section scales roughly as(
2∆
Γ
)−2, from Equation 2.12. For our 31.8MHz detuning, this is a factor of approximately
10−2. The detuned saturation intensity is approximately the resonant saturation intensity(
Isat = 16.26W/m2
)
multiplied by this factor or ∼ 1.6kW/m2. The results from the
simulations agree well with this simple estimate.
Thus our simulations have provided us with an optimal intensity of Iopt ≈ 1kW/m2 at a
detuning of 31.8MHz and exposure time topt ≈ 30µs in order to obtain an optimized image
of 105 87Rb atoms in a (50µm)3 box. Our optimization criterion required maximizing the
signal to noise ratio by any and all means available, which involved setting the random
walk equal to the diffraction limited length. With this value we ideally intended to confirm
its validity experimentally, however time constraints prohibited this. Instead and analysis
of the noise present on our detector was performed to evaluate the current experimental
capabilities to detect our optimized image.
5.2 Experimental Absorption Imaging
Upon determination of the simulation optimum imaging parameters, analysis of the exper-
imental reality of our imaging system was performed. Our experimental apparatus con-
sisted of a illuminating our PhotonMAX CCD camera with a 780nm laser with a 1MHz
linewidth. We did not implement the lens (Thorlabs NIR Achromat AC254-030-B) in our
experimental apparatus due to time constraints, consequently there was no magnification
present in our experimental imaging system. Cold atoms were imaged with our imaging
system, however Bose-Einstein condensation was not achieved experimentally during the
time available. With our experimental imaging system we were able to inspect the current
quality of images obtained and analyze the noise currently present on the images obtained.
By taking two absorption images in the absence of atoms with our experimental imag-
ing system, we can obtain an understanding of the sources of noise in our imaging system.
Subtracting these two images from each other and then plotting this absolute difference
results in the image displayed in Figure 5.2. Ideally, the data illustrated in Figure 5.2
would be flat, with the only variations due to shot noise. If other forms of noise are
present in our image, the variation in our experimental data will exceed the limit imposed
by the shot noise. From Figure 5.2 we can see that our detector does not appear to be
anywhere near shot noise limited, due to the relative distance between the shot noise and
experimental data variance lines (red dashed and red solid, respectively).
Most forms of imaging involve the illumination of an object, which causes light to
reflect off the object which is then imaged in some form. The benefit of this form of
imaging is that the signal is simply the number distribution of photons reflected off the
object and imaging onto the screen. The shot noise on this image is the square root of the
number of photons. However we cannot apply the same arguments to absorption imaging,
which is essentially the method to image the shadow cast by a transparent object.
In absorption imaging, the signal is defined as the missing photons. From the imaging
intensity we can determine the average number of photons that should be striking each
pixel (within shot noise). Accordingly if there were no atom cloud to absorb our photons
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Figure 5.5: Shows the absolute, subtracted image from subtracting two atom-free images. (a)
Shows the spatial distribution over the CCD, and (b) shows the two dimensional profile through
the 360th vertical pixel. The small dashed red lines are the error bars corresponding to the shot
noise of the image, where the shot noise is the square root of the average number of counts. The
solid red lines are due to the actual variance of the data. The green line in the middle is the
average value of the subtracted data.
we would expect a rather flat image as shown by the artificial data in Figure 5.2. However
the presence of an atom cloud causes some of these photons to be absorbed, resulting in a
deficit in the number of photons arriving at the CCD array. Thus when we experimentally
illuminate a cloud of atoms and image the shadow cast by the atoms onto a CCD array,
we obtain an image such as that shown in Figure 5.2. The data shown in Figure 5.2 is
experimental data taken directly off the Bose-Einstein condensation machine. This data
is subject to sources of noise other than shot noise, which can be seen as the large spikes
in the data.
Thus we can see from Figure 5.2 that defining the signal as the number of photons
reflected by the atom, as we would with standard fluorescent imaging, is inappropriate to
absorption imaging. However the fundamental noise on an absorption image and standard
image is the same, the square root of the number of photons incident on the detector.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Shows an artificial distribution of shot noise limited data over our pixels. (a) Shows
the data on a scale illustrating the small variation in our data in comparison to its magnitude;
(b) shows the same data up close to demonstrate the random nature of this shot noise limited
artificial data. This artificial data was generated for an intensity of I = 32W/m2 and assumes a
100% photon-to-electron conversion efficiency.
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Figure 5.7: Shows the subtracted experimental data resulting from imaging a cloud of cold
atoms. In the absence of the atoms, we would expect a flat distribution centred around the zero
with variations due to noise. The presence of atoms prevents this from occurring and we observe
a deficit in the intensity profile. (a) Shows the subtracted absorption distribution over our CCD
array from experimentally imaging a cloud of cold atoms; (b) shows the absorption profile along
the 360th vertical pixels. The subtraction involved in obtaining these images was the absolute
difference between data taken in the presence of atoms, and data taken in the absence of atoms.
We chose to use the negative of this absolute difference to emphasize the loss of photons due to
absorption by the atoms. The large, erratic spikes in this data are generally due to technical noise
inherent to our non-optimized imaging system.
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Chapter 6
Optimal Design
A design implementing our initial optimization is displayed in Figure 6.1 and illustrates
the optimized imaging parameters. Primarily, the technical considerations are in order to
reduce or eliminate image distortion due to effects such as image aberration and filled wells,
as discussed in Chapter 3. The Thorlabs NIR Achromat AC254-030-B with f = 30.0mm
and D = 25.4mm is incorporated in the imaging system in a 2f - configuration. Detection
of the light is performed by the PhotonMAX CCD array, which has very low dark current
and large well depth. The atom cloud image should be magnified by at least a factor of
10× such that the pixel size does not dominate. Magnification is most simply achieved
with a microscope objective close to the 2f image formation point. Illumination of the
atoms should optimally be achieved for 30µs with a 31.8MHz detuned laser intensity at
Iopt = 1kW/m2, in accordance with Figure 5.4. However, under these conditions, the
intensity is too high and the pixel array too small. We can determine the real optimum
imaging parameters by considering Figure 5.4 and analyzing the maximum number of
photons incident on the CCD.
6.1 Intensity Restriction
In section 5.1.3 we identified the simulated optimum intensity and exposure time such
that our atoms move the diffraction limited length perpendicular to the absorption axis.
These optimum imaging parameters correspond to imaging our atoms with 31.8MHz
detuned light at an intensity of I = 1kW/m2 for 30µs. We need to consider whether our
experimental apparatus can actually detect an image taken with these imaging parameters;
I = 1kW/m2 is a large intensity and we should verify the ability of our detector to collect
all these photons.
2 =60.0mmf 2f = 60.0mm
D = 25.4mm
5mm
20mm
l = 10.0mm
Imaging Laser:
- Intensity = 570W/m
- Exposure time = 35 s
2
m
Glass Cell
10 atoms in cloud
N/V = 8x10 atoms /m
5
17 3
NIR Achromat Lens
512 x 512
PhotonMAX
CCD Array
Microscope
Objective
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f
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Figure 6.1: Shows the imaging design which takes into account our various steps for optimization.
Experimental achievement of this design will result in a signal to noise ratio of SNR ≈ 35, upon
elimination of current experimental technical noise.
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Figure 6.2: Shows the relationship between intensity and number of photons incident on each
pixel. The intensities are calculated for a detuning of 31.8MHz and their corresponding optimum
exposure times. The horizontal line shows the maximum capacity of the PhotonMAX pixels
(200, 000 electrons/pixel), where the number of electrons has been converted to number of incident
photons, through the quantum efficiency, η = 0.74. The maximum intensity such that the wells
do not exceed capacity is Imax ≈ 35 × Isat, where Isat = 16.26W/m2 is the resonant saturation
intensity.
The detuning does not influence the interaction of the photons with our CCD array,
such that (within the quantum efficiency) all the incident photons will be converted to
electrons. During a single exposure, each pixel in our CCD array can contain an absolute
maximum of 200, 000 electrons, which at a quantum efficiency of η = 0.74, corresponds
to 270, 270 780nm incident photons. By plotting the number of electrons required to be
stored by a single pixel as a function of the incident intensity we obtain the plot shown
in Figure 6.2. This data was obtained by calculating the number of photons incident such
that each pixel is at capacity, through the relationship:
Nincident =
ItexposureA
2λ
100hc
(6.1)
where texposure is the optimum exposure time for each different incident intensity I,
A = (16µm)2 is the area of each pixel and λ = 780nm is the wavelength of light used. The
factor of 100 is present to account for the 10× magnification present in our imaging system
and its effect of spreading the incident light over more photons. It is valid to consider
spreading our incident intensity evenly over all our pixels such that they are at capacity
because we are using absorption imaging. The absorption imaging signal manifests itself
by reducing the number of photons striking our pixels. Hence if our pixels do not exceed
capacity when illuminated with the full intensity, the presence of atoms will only reduce
the number of photons and cause our pixels to be further from capacity during exposure.
We can see from Figure 6.2 that the maximum intensity such that the pixels do not
exceed capacity is Imax ≈ 35 × Isat = 570W/m2, which corresponds to an optimum
exposure time of topt ≈ 35µs. Referring to Figure 5.4 we see that this intensity corresponds
to a signal to noise ratio of SNRI=35×Isat ≈ 35, which is approximately 90% the maximum
signal to noise ratio according to our simulations.
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Variation of the simulated exposure time as a function of intensity, illustrated in Figure
5.1, assumes that we a providing a spatially uniform beam of light to our atoms. The
intensity profile of a laser beam forms a Gaussian distribution, with the peak intensity at
the core of the laser beam. In order to provide the uniform intensity over our cloud of
atoms, (50µm)3 in size, the Gaussian beam needs to be spatially expanded. Therefore the
power being output by our laser needs to increase as a function of the expansion of the
beam. The intensity is a measure of the rate of photon arrival over an area. If we increase
the area over which we spread the photons before they are detected, we need to increase
the rate of photon arrival (ie increase power) coming from the laser. This will cause the
beam to supply the same rate of photon arrival over our original area after the beam has
been expanded. Beam expansion is an experimental concern; we will concern ourselves
simply with the intensity of light required to be incident on our atoms.
We can now describe the optimum illumination parameters required to ideally experi-
mentally achieve optimized imaging for the lens and detector setup outlined in Figure 6.1
above. These ideal experimental parameters neglect the current deficiencies we experi-
ence with regards to technical noise. Instead they represent the optimum obtainable after
these sources of noise have been subsequently eliminated. Accordingly, a 35µs exposure
to 31.8MHz detuned 780nm light, at an intensity of 570W/m2 will result in attainment
of a maximum signal to noise ratio of 35.
6.2 Lens Placement
Our optimized design utilizes a 2f - imaging design to allow magnification, as shown in
Figure 6.1. The 2f - imaging system allows us to move a virtual object out away from the
glass cell such that we can get a short focal length microscope objective close enough for
10× magnification.
Several factors contribute to the lens placement in our imaging system. In order to
achieve the requirements for 2f - imaging, the location of the lens relative to the cloud of
atoms and the CCD is locked; the lens must be a distance 2f from both the atoms and
the CCD camera. However there is another effect we haven’t yet taken into account, and
that effect is the glass cell which contains the cloud of atoms.
The glass cell has spatial extent and the edges of the cell will provide significant
distortion to our image should we image the atoms through these areas of the cell. This is
because at these corners, determining the normal to the surface is very difficult and thus
the refracted light behaves erratically. We need to avoid this kind of distortion, as it will
pervert our image. The lens cannot be moved relative to the atoms, however we can move
the atoms, CCD and lens relative to the glass cell in order to prevent the light collected
by the lens from passing through the edges of the cell and being heavily distorted. This
is shown in Figure 6.3 and illustrates the internal limiting regime for the position of our
lens and atoms.
The glass cell has an interior and exterior surface, both with different surface areas. We
need to consider which surface of the glass cell is the limiting area. The angle subtended
by the lens radius is
θlens = θcollected/2 =
25.4/2
2 ∗ 30.0 = 12
◦ (6.2)
where θcollected is defined in Figure 6.3. With this angle, we can determine the max-
imum distance between the interior surface of the glass cell and the cloud of atoms, `in,
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Figure 6.3: Shows the maximum separation between the interior of the glass cell and the atoms,
`in, where the atoms and lens are locked at a separation of 2f. We can see that rays of light that are
not subtended by the lens are not collected and hence are permissible to pass through the vertex
of the glass cell without concern. Furthermore, placement of the atoms beyond the `in point will
cause collected light to pass through the vertex of the glass cell, causing image distortion.
given by
`in =
hin
tan (θlens)
= 47.2mm (6.3)
where hin = 10mm is half the diameter of the internal glass surface. If our atoms are
further away from the internal cell surface, some of the light collected by the lens will pass
through the vertex of the glass cell and be greatly perturbed, thus distorting our image.
However `in may not be the maximum separation between the atoms and cell; the external
surface of the glass cell may impose a more stringent control and we need to consider this.
The maximum separation imposed by the external wall is given by
`out =
hout
tan (θlens)
= 70.9mm (6.4)
where hout = 15mm is half the external diameter of our glass cell. Thus taking into
account the thickness of the glass cell (5mm) we find that the external surface imposes a
maximum separation between the atom cloud and the interior glass cell surface of `out −
thickness = 70.9 − 5.0 = 65.9mm. We see that this maximum separation is significantly
greater than the internal wall restriction, `in. Therefore the interior wall is the dominating
contributor to the separation between the atom cloud and glass cell.
In Figure 6.1 we have placed the atoms closer to the glass wall than the midpoint
between the glass cell wall and the maximum distance from the glass cell, `in = 47.2mm.
This placement is relatively arbitrary as minimization of aberration due to differences in
light path length is not possible, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. However it is likely favourable
to pass the light through as small a surface of the glass cell as is practical, to minimize
the glass cell’s influence on our imaging light. Locating our atoms closer than 10mm from
the glass cell can be difficult, and this difficulty may manifest itself in image distortion.
Distortion of our image can also occur as a result of violation of the paraxial ap-
proximation with radial rays passing through greater thicknesses of glass than axial rays.
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Figure 6.4: Shows a scale image of the atoms contained in the glass cell. The atom cloud size is
not to scale, the diameter of the cloud has been multiplied by a factor of 1000 such that they are
observable in this diagram. The refractive index of the quartz glass is nq = 1.46. The position of
the atom cloud is 2mm from the interior surface. This is simply an example, the position only must
remain within `in = 47.2mm. We can see that light passing through the glass cell perpendicular
to the surface travels less distance in the glass than rays emitted at larger angle magnitudes. The
effect of this refraction is that we get image distortion. We can see that the largest angle rays
passing through the interior of the glass cell face are refracted differently to those rays with smaller
angles. The result is that we obtain a multitude of ”illusionary objects”. We have only shown
the case of two non zero-angle rays, however there would be a continuum of angles and this would
result in a continuum of illusionary objects, and hence our image would be blurred. This is a form
of ”aperture aberration”.
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The effect of our imaging light passing through differing thicknesses of glass due to the
different angles of collection is shown in Figure 6.4. As we move away from the paraxial
approximation, the effect of aberrations on our image increases and these need to be taken
into account and, if possible, eliminated. A cloud of atoms will influence imaging light in
a number of ways: the atoms will absorb some of the photons (as discussed previously)
and the cloud will also cause the photons to diverge, as a result of the cloud’s refractive
index causing lensing effects. If we consider Figure 6.4, it is apparent that for 2f - imaging
(distance locked between atoms and lens), the relative distance between the atoms and
interior surface will have no effect on the distortion due to different thicknesses of glass
experienced by radial rays. Consequently, it appears that we cannot correct for this effect,
outside reducing the thickness of the glass cell. The glass cell must support a signifi-
cant pressure difference between the interior and atmosphere. Pressures in the region of
10−11torr are generally used in BEC measurements, so reducing this thickness is unlikely
to be experimentally feasible.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The work detailed in this thesis comprises a pilot study into the physical effects that
degrade the quality of Bose-Einstein condensate absorption images. Implicit to this study
is the necessary investigation of a vast number of physical phenomena. Fundamental and
technical limits impinge on our ability to obtain a perfect image, however through control
and minimization of these restrictions, an optimal image can be obtained.
Phenomena influencing the quality of Bose-Einstein condensate images are varied and
diverse, including atomic motion and noise. Atomic motion can be caused through several
mechanisms, including: gravitational falling, thermal expansion and random walk. The
process of atomic random walk in position space is prohibitively difficult to study analyti-
cally. Numeric methods facilitate the study of this stochastic phenomenon and its depen-
dence on the intensity and exposure duration of imaging light. This simulated optimal
signal to noise ratio of SNR = 38 was calculated for 105 atoms in a box (50µm)3 in size,
being imaged by a 31.8MHz detuned imaging intensity of 1kW/m2 and an exposure time
of 30µs. Under these conditions, atomic motion would be completely undetectable; how-
ever the influence of noise and detector limitations prevent this optimum being achieved
experimentally. The optimum signal to noise ratio for our detector restricted imaging
system corresponds to a 35µs, 31.8MHz detuned, 570W/m2 imaging pulse on a (50µm)3
box of 105 atoms.
Experimental noise was identified as currently causing the greatest inhibition to the
achievement of an optimal image. We demonstrated that imaging currently performed in
the laboratory is plagued by noise well above the limits imposed by quantum shot noise.
Accordingly, future work should primarily be concentrated on eliminating this superfluous
noise. Noise reduction will be achieved through analyzing the experimental apparatus
and identifying sources of technical noise, such as poor quality optics. Eliminating these
experimental deficiencies will involve implementing sturdier optic mounts and improving
the optic table stabilization. Incorporation of active damping mechanisms will isolate our
signal from external sources of vibration.
Computational techniques exist which facilitate the removal of noise from data after
collection. If the variations causing technical noise on our image occur on a different
length scale to that of our atom cloud, these influences may be filtered through the use
of Fourier transformations. Consequently how a detailed investigation of computational
data processing affects the uncertainty on our images needs to be performed in future
work. Ideally we would expect upon subtracting two independent, atom-free images, that
the result would be a very flat, uniform image with only shot noise causing any variations.
Current experimental imaging techniques do not yield this ideal, subtracted image. This
is due to random, uncorrelated technical noise on each composite image which must be
eliminated for our images to reach the shot noise limit.
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Upon experimental achievement of shot noise limited imaging, auxiliary sources of mo-
tion blur should be investigated in detail. Elimination of gravitational motion blur requires
experimentally imaging up through the cloud of atoms, which is not currently performed
by our experimental imaging system. Gravitational motion in an average exposure time
of 100µs was determined to cause an atom to move ∼ 80% the diffraction limited length.
Unless this experimental remedy is applied, gravitational motion is likely to cause atomic
motion similar to random walk.
Experimental inclusion of the chosen lens (Thorlabs NIR Achromat AC254-030-B) into
our imaging system will allow confirmation of the results from our optimization simula-
tions. Furthermore this lens will introduce the effects of paraxial approximation violation,
as illustrated in Figure 6.4. The resulting illusionary objects will cause image distortion,
and the magnitude of this distortion needs to be studied in conjunction with the search
for methods to eliminate this effect.
The well depth of the PhotonMAX CCD camera is prohibiting us from detecting our
optimal image, corresponding to a 31.8MHz detuned imaging intensity of 1kW/m2 for
30µs. Accordingly, future work should involve the elimination of this technical limitation;
likely through the implementation of a superior CCD array, with smaller and deeper pixels.
This will result in the subsequent ability to detect our optimum image and thus increase
the maximum attainable signal to noise ratio from ∼ 35 to ∼ 38.
Our simulations demonstrated atomic motion parallel to the absorption axis exceeding
the depth of field, δa = 8.7µm, under all our optimized imaging parameters. It is unknown
the influence violation of this restriction will cause to the quality of our image, and this
must be investigated on the path to complete optimization. The interesting behaviour
exhibited by the atomic random walk parallel to the absorption axis, illustrated in Figure
5.1.3, is unexpected and must be explored in future work. It is curious that each and
every simulation for atomic random walk perpendicular to the absorption axis equalling
the diffraction limited length resulted in violation of the depth of field. Consequently, more
detailed analyses of the simulation outputs should be performed in an attempt to explain
the strange absorption axis random walk phenomena, and to search for other unexpected
outcomes from our simulations.
Depth of field can be increased by using a smaller diameter lens, or imaging the object
from a greater distance (which may involve an increase to the focal length of the chosen
lens). Restrictions on depth of field restrictions cannot be countered simply by moving
the focal point of our imaging system such that it lies at the final position of our atoms.
The atoms must remain within the depth of field at all times during exposure, such that
they remain focused.
Simulations should continue to be performed to identify the optimum imaging intensity
and exposure time to a higher level of precision. Also the plateauing observed in Figure 5.1
requires further study to determine the source of this effect. It is unknown what process
in our model is causing the time taken for atoms to random walk (perpendicular to the
absorption axis) the diffraction limited length to approach a constant value as we increase
the imaging intensity beyond I ≈ 10 × Isat = 162.6W/m2. This behaviour could be the
absorption cross section saturating, however our analysis of this parameter and Equation
2.12 did not predict this tendancy to plateau at I ≈ 150W/m2.
In this thesis we have analyzed the many and diverse influences to the quality of Bose-
Einstein condensate images obtained through the use of absorption imaging techniques.
Alternative methods of imaging, such as phase contrast imaging, should be investigated in
order to obtain a comparison of quality and identify the technique resulting in optimum
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BEC images. Due to the less destructive interaction between atoms and light characteristic
of phase contrast imaging, it seems probable that this technique will outperform absorption
imaging and obtain maximal signal to noise ratios.
In summary, we performed a detailed analysis of the influences to Bose-Einstein con-
densate imaging and identified the parameters required for an optimized absorption imag-
ing system design. Current experimental noise was identified to be the most significant
restriction on the quality of our images; a restriction that needs to be addressed in future
work. By systematically identifying and eliminating various sources of information loss
incurred in Bose-Einstein condensate imaging, substantial improvements to the quality
of images will be achieved. Through these improvements, a greater understanding of the
physics of Bose-Einstein condensates will likely be attained and the field as a whole will
grow.
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Appendix A
When executing these simulations, variations in the imaging intensity must be accompa-
nied by a manual change in the initial exposure time (pulse time) such that the exposure
isnt too long for a high intensity. All parameters are defined with their SI units.
A.1 3D Double Dipole Simulation
In order to carry out the three dimensional simulations with the double dipole emission
distribution discussed in section 2.5, put all these files in the same directory and run
”dipole3Doutput.m” in MATLAB.
dipole3Doutput.m
’Begin 3D dipole output’
begin_time = clock
diffract = 2.249*10^(-6); %diffraction limited length
I = 32; %intensity in W/m^2
Z = 1000; %number of iterations
pulse_time = 1.0*10^(-4); %initial exposure time
detuning = 31.8*10^6;
tav=timecalc(I,detuning)
life_av=2.65*10^(-8)
distance = zeros(3,2);
%%%%%%%%%%% not in sphere 3D %%%%%%%
weight = zeros(1,360);
for k = [1:360]
weight(:,k) = 1 - 0.5*(sind(k-1))^2;
end;
weight = weight/sum(weight’);
%%%%%%%%%%% not in sphere 3D %%%%%%%%
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(3,2) < diffract)
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.1*10^(-4)
[distance av_interactions plot_velocity plot_time plot_velocity_y ...
... plot_time_y plot_velocity_z plot_time_z] = ...
... dipole3Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,weight);
x_position = distance(1,1);
y_position = distance(2,1);
z_position = distance(3,1);
x_displacement = distance(1,2);
y_displacement = distance(2,2);
z_displacement = distance(3,2);
scatters = av_interactions
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av_vel_x = plot_velocity
timing_x = plot_time
av_vel_y = plot_velocity_y
av_vel_z = plot_velocity_z
end;
optimum_pulse_time_Z1k = pulse_time - 0.1*10^(-4)
v = 5.9*10^(-3);
no_spont_x_vel_Z1k = scatters*v
end_time_Z1k = clock
pulse_time = optimum_pulse_time_Z1k - 0.1*10^(-4);
Z = 10000;
distance = zeros(3,2);
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(3,2) < diffract)
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.05*10^(-4)
[distance av_interactions plot_velocity plot_time plot_velocity_y ...
... plot_time_y plot_velocity_z plot_time_z] ...
... = dipole3Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,weight);
x_position = distance(1,1);
y_position = distance(2,1);
z_position = distance(3,1);
x_displacement = distance(1,2);
y_displacement = distance(2,2);
z_displacement = distance(3,2);
scatters = av_interactions
av_vel_x = plot_velocity
timing_x = plot_time
av_vel_y = plot_velocity_y
av_vel_z = plot_velocity_z
end;
optimum_pulse_time_Z10k = pulse_time - 0.05*10^(-4)
v = 5.9*10^(-3);
no_spont_x_vel_Z10k = scatters*v
end_time_Z10k = clock
pulse_time = optimum_pulse_time_Z10k - 0.05*10^(-4);
Z = 100000;
distance = zeros(3,2);
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(3,2) < diffract)
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.01*10^(-4)
[distance av_interactions plot_velocity plot_time plot_velocity_y ...
... plot_time_y plot_velocity_z plot_time_z]
... = dipole3Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,weight);
x_position = distance(1,1);
y_position = distance(2,1);
z_position = distance(3,1);
x_displacement = distance(1,2);
y_displacement = distance(2,2);
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z_displacement = distance(3,2);
scatters = av_interactions
av_vel_x = plot_velocity
timing_x = plot_time
av_vel_y = plot_velocity_y
av_vel_z = plot_velocity_z
end;
optimum_pulse_time_Z100k = pulse_time - 0.01*10^(-4)
v = 5.9*10^(-3);
no_spont_x_vel_Z100k = scatters*v
end_time_Z100k = clock
end_time = clock
total_dipole_time = end_time_Z100k - begin_time
dipole3Diterating.m
function[three_dim_av_position av_interactions av_vel_x ...
... timing av_vel_y timing_y av_vel_z timing_z] =
... dipole3Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,weight)
time_interval = timecalc(I,detuning);
count = round(pulse_time/time_interval);
for k = [1:Z]
[x_final y_final z_final velocity n time] = ...
... dipole3D(I,pulse_time,detuning,weight);
x(k,1) = [x_final];
y(k,1) = [y_final];
z(k,1) = [z_final];
interactions(k,1) = [n];
x_velocity = [velocity(:,1)];
y_velocity = [velocity(:,2)];
z_velocity = [velocity(:,3)];
%box x velocities at various times into the
%average x velocity in time windows
box_output = time_box(x_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_x(:,k) = [box_output(:,1)];
timing = [box_output(:,2)]; %timing is the centre of the boxing boxes
%box x velocities at various times into the average x velocity in time
%windows
box_output_y = time_box(y_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_y(:,k) = [box_output_y(:,1)];
timing_y = [box_output_y(:,2)];
%box x velocities at various times into the average x velocity in time
%windows
box_output_z = time_box(z_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_z(:,k) = [box_output_z(:,1)];
timing_z = [box_output_z(:,2)];
end;
%determining average velocity x taking into account zeros in the array
divider = sum(isnan(box_velocity_x)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_x,1)]
if Z - divider(b,1) == 0;
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av_vel_x(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_x(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_x(b,:)’)’/(Z - divider(b,1));
end;
end;
%determining average velocity y taking into account zeros in the array
divider_y = sum(isnan(box_velocity_y)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_y,1)]
if Z - divider_y(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_y(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_y(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_y(b,:)’)’/(Z - divider_y(b,1));
end;
end;
%determining average velocity z taking into account zeros in the array
divider_z = sum(isnan(box_velocity_z)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_z,1)]
if Z - divider_z(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_z(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_z(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_z(b,:)’)’/(Z - divider_z(b,1));
end;
end;
plot_time = timing;
plot_velocity = av_vel_x;
plot_time_y = timing_y;
plot_velocity_y = av_vel_y;
plot_time_z = timing_z;
plot_velocity_z = av_vel_z;
three_dim_av_position(1,1) = sum(x)/Z; %position
three_dim_av_position(2,1) = sum(y)/Z; %position
three_dim_av_position(3,1) = sum(z)/Z; %position
three_dim_av_position(1,2) = sum(abs(x))/Z; %displacement
three_dim_av_position(2,2) = sum(abs(y))/Z; %displacement
three_dim_av_position(3,2) = sum(abs(z))/Z; %displacement
av_interactions = round(sum(interactions)/Z);
av_x_position = three_dim_av_position(1,1)
av_y_position = three_dim_av_position(2,1)
av_z_position = three_dim_av_position(3,1)
av_x_displacement = three_dim_av_position(1,2)
av_y_displacement = three_dim_av_position(2,2)
av_z_displacement = three_dim_av_position(3,2)
dipole3D.m
function [x_final y_final z_final velocity n timeT] = ...
... dipole3D(I,pulse_time,detuning,weight);
n = 1;
final_displacement = zeros(3,1);
x = zeros(1,1);
y = zeros(1,1);
z = zeros(1,1);
velocity = zeros(1,3);
timeT(1,1) = 0;
v = 5.9*10^(-3); %recoil velocity
tav = timecalc(I,detuning); %average photon absorption time
life_av = 2.65*10^(-8); %average photon emission time
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theta = 0;
phi = 0;
while timeT(n,1) < pulse_time
rand(’state’,sum(100*clock)); %ensure random numbers are unrelated
life_time = timecalclife(life_av,1); %exponential decay distribution
scatter_time = timecalcrand(tav,1); %Poisson photon arrival distribution
%%%%%%%%%%% Below is diff from sphere 3D %%%%%%%%%
C = 1;
uniform = unifrnd(-1,1,C,1);
theta = acosd(uniform);
phi = randsample([1:360],C,true,weight)’;
%%%%%%%%%%% Above is diff from sphere 3D %%%%%%%%%
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v]; %abs always in x direction
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
velocity(n+1,3) = [velocity(n,3)];
%displacement after absorption event
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
z(n+1,1) = [z(n,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(phi)*sind(theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*cosd(theta);
velocity(n+1,3) = velocity(n+1,3) + v*sind(theta)*sind(-phi);
%displacement after emission event
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(scatter_time-life_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(scatter_time-life_time);
z(n+1,1) = z(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*(scatter_time-life_time);
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + scatter_time; %increment time
n = n + 1;
end;
timeT(n,:) = [];
n = n - 1;
if timeT(n,1) + life_time > pulse_time
time_diff = pulse_time - timeT(n,1);
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v]; %absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
velocity(n+1,3) = [velocity(n,3)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
z(n+1,1) = [z(n,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
else
time_diff = pulse_time - (timeT(n,1) + life_time);
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v]; %absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
velocity(n+1,3) = [velocity(n,3)];
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x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
z(n+1,1) = [z(n,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(phi)*sind(theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*cosd(theta);
velocity(n+1,3) = velocity(n+1,3) + v*sind(theta)*sind(-phi);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
z(n+1,1) = z(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
x_final = x(n+1,1);
y_final = y(n+1,1);
z_final = z(n+1,1);
time box.m
function [output] = time_box(velocity,times,time_interval,pulse_time)
count = round(pulse_time/time_interval);
speed = zeros(count+1,1);
k = zeros(count+1,1);
t = [0:time_interval:count*time_interval]’;
dim_time = size(times,1);
for n = [1:dim_time] %index for time and velocity
z = 1; %index for speed and k
while z <= count+1
if (times(n,1) > (t(z,1)-0.5*time_interval)) & ...
... (times(n,1) <= (t(z,1)+0.5*time_interval))
k(z,1) = k(z,1) + 1;
speed(z,1) = (speed(z,1) + velocity(n,1))/k(z,1);
end;
z = z + 1;
end;
end;
for g = [1:(count+1)]
if speed(g,1) == 0
speed(g,1) = NaN;
end;
end;
output(:,1) = [speed];
output(:,2) = [t];
timecalc.m
function [tav] = timecalc(I,detuning);
%average time
h = 6.63*10^(-34);
c = 3*10^8;
lambda = 780*10^(-9);
linewidth=5.9*10^6;
Is = pi*h*c*2*pi*linewidth/(3*lambda^3); %saturation intensity
tav = (1+I/Is+(2*detuning/linewidth)^2)/(I/Is*2*pi*linewidth/2);
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%this is actually the total scatter time, so the arrival of a photon will
%be given by subtracting the decay life time from this time above.
timecalcrand.m
function [random_times] = timecalcrand(tav,N);
random_times = zeros(N,1);
rand(’state’,sum(100*clock));
random_times=10^(-7)*poissrnd(tav*10^7,N,1);
timecalclife.m
function [life_times] = timecalclife(life_av,N);
life_times = zeros(N,1);
rand(’state’,sum(100*clock));
life_times=10^(-10)*exprnd(life_av*10^(10),N,1);
A.2 3D Sphere Simulation
In order to carry out the three dimensional simulations with the spherically symmetric
emission distribution, put all these files in the same directory in addition to ”timecalc.m”,
”timecalcrand.m”, ”timecalclife.m” and ”time box.m” and run ”cleaner3Doutput.m” in
MATLAB.
clean3Doutput.m
’Begin 3D sphere output’
begin_time = clock
diffract = 2.249*10^(-6); %diffraction limit
I = 32; %incident intensity
Z = 1000;
pulse_time = 1.0*10^(-4); %initial exposure time
detuning = 31.8*10^6; %detuning
tav=timecalc(I,detuning)
life_av=2.65*10^(-8)
distance = zeros(3,2);
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(3,2) < diffract)
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.1*10^(-4)
[distance av_interactions plot_velocity plot_time ...
... plot_velocity_y plot_time_y plot_velocity_z ...
... plot_time_z] = cleaner3Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning);
x_position = distance(1,1);
y_position = distance(2,1);
z_position = distance(3,1);
x_displacement = distance(1,2);
y_displacement = distance(2,2);
z_displacement = distance(3,2);
scatters = av_interactions
av_vel_x = plot_velocity
timing_x = plot_time
av_vel_y = plot_velocity_y
av_vel_z = plot_velocity_z
end;
optimum_pulse_time_Z1k = pulse_time - 0.1*10^(-4)
v = 5.9*10^(-3);
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no_spont_x_vel_Z1k = scatters*v
end_time_Z1k = clock
pulse_time = optimum_pulse_time_Z1k - 0.1*10^(-4);
Z = 10000;
distance = zeros(3,2);
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(3,2) < diffract)
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.05*10^(-4)
[distance av_interactions plot_velocity plot_time ...
... plot_velocity_y plot_time_y plot_velocity_z ...
... plot_time_z] = cleaner3Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning);
x_position = distance(1,1);
y_position = distance(2,1);
z_position = distance(3,1);
x_displacement = distance(1,2);
y_displacement = distance(2,2);
z_displacement = distance(3,2);
scatters = av_interactions
av_vel_x = plot_velocity
timing_x = plot_time
av_vel_y = plot_velocity_y
av_vel_z = plot_velocity_z
end;
optimum_pulse_time_Z10k = pulse_time - 0.05*10^(-4)
v = 5.9*10^(-3);
no_spont_x_vel_Z10k = scatters*v
end_time_Z10k = clock
pulse_time = optimum_pulse_time_Z10k - 0.05*10^(-4);
Z = 100000;
distance = zeros(3,2);
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(3,2) < diffract)
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.01*10^(-4)
[distance av_interactions plot_velocity plot_time ...
... plot_velocity_y plot_time_y plot_velocity_z ...
... plot_time_z] = cleaner3Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning);
x_position = distance(1,1);
y_position = distance(2,1);
z_position = distance(3,1);
x_displacement = distance(1,2);
y_displacement = distance(2,2);
z_displacement = distance(3,2);
scatters = av_interactions
av_vel_x = plot_velocity
timing_x = plot_time
av_vel_y = plot_velocity_y
av_vel_z = plot_velocity_z
end;
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optimum_pulse_time_Z100k = pulse_time - 0.01*10^(-4)
v = 5.9*10^(-3);
no_spont_x_vel_Z100k = scatters*v
end_time_Z100k = clock
end_time = clock
total_sphere_time = end_time_Z100k - begin_time
cleaner3Diterating.m
function[three_dim_av_position av_interactions av_vel_x timing ...
... av_vel_y timing_y av_vel_z timing_z] = ...
... cleaner3Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning)
time_interval = timecalc(I,detuning);
count = round(pulse_time/time_interval);
for k = [1:Z]
[x_final y_final z_final velocity n time] = ...
... cleaner3D(I,pulse_time,detuning);
x(k,1) = [x_final];
y(k,1) = [y_final];
z(k,1) = [z_final];
interactions(k,1) = [n];
x_velocity = [velocity(:,1)];
y_velocity = [velocity(:,2)];
z_velocity = [velocity(:,3)];
box_output = time_box(x_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_x(:,k) = [box_output(:,1)];
timing = [box_output(:,2)]; %timing is the centre of the boxing boxes
box_output_y = time_box(y_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_y(:,k) = [box_output_y(:,1)];
timing_y = [box_output_y(:,2)];
box_output_z = time_box(z_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_z(:,k) = [box_output_z(:,1)];
timing_z = [box_output_z(:,2)];
end;
divider = sum(isnan(box_velocity_x)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_x,1)]
if Z - divider(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_x(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_x(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_x(b,:)’)’/(Z - divider(b,1));
end;
end;
divider_y = sum(isnan(box_velocity_y)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_y,1)]
if Z - divider_y(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_y(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_y(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_y(b,:)’)’/(Z - divider_y(b,1));
end;
end;
divider_z = sum(isnan(box_velocity_z)’)’;
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for b = [1:size(box_velocity_z,1)]
if Z - divider_z(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_z(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_z(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_z(b,:)’)’/(Z - divider_z(b,1));
end;
end;
plot_time = timing;
plot_velocity = av_vel_x;
plot_time_y = timing_y;
plot_velocity_y = av_vel_y;
plot_time_z = timing_z;
plot_velocity_z = av_vel_z;
three_dim_av_position(1,1) = sum(x)/Z; %position
three_dim_av_position(2,1) = sum(y)/Z; %position
three_dim_av_position(3,1) = sum(z)/Z; %position
three_dim_av_position(1,2) = sum(abs(x))/Z; %displacement
three_dim_av_position(2,2) = sum(abs(y))/Z; %displacement
three_dim_av_position(3,2) = sum(abs(z))/Z; %displacement
av_interactions = round(sum(interactions)/Z);
av_x_position = three_dim_av_position(1,1)
av_y_position = three_dim_av_position(2,1)
av_z_position = three_dim_av_position(3,1)
av_x_displacement = three_dim_av_position(1,2)
av_y_displacement = three_dim_av_position(2,2)
av_z_displacement = three_dim_av_position(3,2)
cleaner3D.m
function [x_final y_final z_final velocity n timeT] ...
... = cleaner3D(I,pulse_time,detuning);
n = 1;
final_displacement = zeros(3,1);
x = zeros(1,1);
y = zeros(1,1);
z = zeros(1,1);
velocity = zeros(1,3);
timeT(1,1) = 0;
v = 5.9*10^(-3); %recoil velocity
tav = timecalc(I,detuning);
life_av = 2.65*10^(-8);
theta = 0;
phi = 0;
while timeT(n,1) < pulse_time
rand(’state’,sum(100*clock));
life_time = timecalclife(life_av,1);
scatter_time = timecalcrand(tav,1);
%%%%%%%%%%% Above is diff from dipole3D %%%%%%%%%
uniform = unifrnd(-1,1,1,1);
theta = acosd(uniform);
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phi = unifrnd(0,360,1,1);
%%%%%%%%%%% Above is diff from dipole3D %%%%%%%%%
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%abs always in x direction
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
velocity(n+1,3) = [velocity(n,3)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
z(n+1,1) = [z(n,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(phi)*sind(theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*cosd(theta);
velocity(n+1,3) = velocity(n+1,3) + v*sind(theta)*sind(-phi);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(scatter_time-life_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(scatter_time-life_time);
z(n+1,1) = z(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*(scatter_time-life_time);
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + scatter_time;
n = n + 1;
end;
timeT(n,:) = [];
n = n - 1;
if timeT(n,1) + life_time > pulse_time
time_diff = pulse_time - timeT(n,1);
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
velocity(n+1,3) = [velocity(n,3)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
z(n+1,1) = [z(n,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
else
time_diff = pulse_time - (timeT(n,1) + life_time);
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
velocity(n+1,3) = [velocity(n,3)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
z(n+1,1) = [z(n,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(phi)*sind(theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*cosd(theta);
velocity(n+1,3) = velocity(n+1,3) + v*sind(theta)*sind(-phi);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
z(n+1,1) = z(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,3)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
x_final = x(n+1,1);
y_final = y(n+1,1);
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z_final = z(n+1,1);
A.3 2D Axis Simulation
In order to carry out the two dimensional simulations with the imaging plane parallel to the
absorption axis, put all these files in the same directory in addition to ”timecalc.m”, ”time-
calcrand.m”, ”timecalclife.m” and ”time box.m” and run ”clean2Doutput.m” in MAT-
LAB.
To obtain plots of the velocity distributions, include the sections between ”FOR
PLOTS”.
clean2Doutput.m
’Begin 2D output’
begin_time = clock
diffract = 1.4986*10^(-6);
I = 32;
Z = 1000;
pulse_time = 0.50*10^(-4);
detuning = 31.8*10^6;
tav=timecalc(I,detuning)
life_av=2.65*10^(-8)
distance = zeros(3,2);
plot_time = 0;
plot_velocity = 0;
plot_time_y = 0;
plot_velocity_y = 0;
spot = 7;
while distance(2,2) < diffract
store_plot_time = plot_time;
store_plot_velocity = plot_velocity;
store_plot_time_y = plot_time_y;
store_plot_velocity_y = plot_velocity_y;
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.1*10^(-4)
[distance plot_time plot_velocity plot_time_y plot_velocity_y] ...
... = clean2Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,spot);
x_position = distance(1,1)
x_displacement = distance(1,2)
y_position = distance(2,1)
y_displacement = distance(2,2)
scatters = distance(3,1)
final_vel_x = distance(3,2)
final_vel_y = plot_velocity_y(size(plot_velocity_y,1))
if spot < 7.5
spot = 8;
elseif spot > 7.5
spot = 7;
end;
end;
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%subplot(3,6,1); plot(store_plot_time,store_plot_velocity,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’x velocity [m/s]’)
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%title({’Time Boxed Time vs X\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ for ...
... ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%subplot(3,6,2); plot(store_plot_time_y,store_plot_velocity_y,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’y velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs Y\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ for ...
... ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
optimum_pulse_time_Z1k = pulse_time - 0.1*10^(-4)
under_x_position_Z1k = previous_distance(1,1)
under_x_displacement_Z1k = previous_distance(1,2)
under_y_position_Z1k = previous_distance(2,1)
under_y_displacement_Z1k = previous_distance(2,2)
under_scatters_Z1k = previous_distance(3,1)
v=5.9*10^(-3);
no_spont_x_vel_Z1k = scatters*v
end_time_Z1k = clock
pulse_time = optimum_pulse_time_Z1k;
Z = 10000;
distance = zeros(3,2);
plot_time = 0;
plot_velocity = 0;
plot_time_y = 0;
plot_velocity_y = 0;
spot = 9;
while distance(2,2) < diffract
store_plot_time = plot_time;
store_plot_velocity = plot_velocity;
store_plot_time_y = plot_time_y;
store_plot_velocity_y = plot_velocity_y;
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.05*10^(-4)
[distance plot_time plot_velocity plot_time_y plot_velocity_y] ...
... = clean2Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,spot);
x_position = distance(1,1)
x_displacement = distance(1,2)
y_position = distance(2,1)
y_displacement = distance(2,2)
scatters = distance(3,1)
final_vel_x = distance(3,2)
final_vel_y = plot_velocity_y(size(plot_velocity_y,1))
if spot < 9.5
spot = 10;
elseif spot > 9.5
spot = 9;
end;
end;
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%subplot(3,6,3); plot(store_plot_time,store_plot_velocity,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’x velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs X\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ for ...
... ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
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%subplot(3,6,4); plot(store_plot_time_y,store_plot_velocity_y,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’y velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs Y\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ for ...
... ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
optimum_pulse_time_Z10k = pulse_time - 0.05*10^(-4)
under_x_position_Z10k = previous_distance(1,1)
under_x_displacement_Z10k = previous_distance(1,2)
under_y_position_Z10k = previous_distance(2,1)
under_y_displacement_Z10k = previous_distance(2,2)
under_scatters_Z10k = previous_distance(3,1)
v=5.9*10^(-3);
no_spont_x_vel_Z10k = scatters*v
end_time_Z10k = clock
pulse_time = optimum_pulse_time_Z10k;
Z = 100000;
distance = zeros(3,2);
plot_time = 0;
plot_velocity = 0;
plot_time_y = 0;
plot_velocity_y = 0;
spot = 11;
while distance(2,2) < diffract
store_plot_time = plot_time;
store_plot_velocity = plot_velocity;
store_plot_time_y = plot_time_y;
store_plot_velocity_y = plot_velocity_y;
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.01*10^(-4)
[distance plot_time plot_velocity plot_time_y plot_velocity_y] ...
... = clean2Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,spot);
x_position = distance(1,1)
x_displacement = distance(1,2)
y_position = distance(2,1)
y_displacement = distance(2,2)
scatters = distance(3,1)
final_vel_x = distance(3,2)
final_vel_y = plot_velocity_y(size(plot_velocity_y,1))
if spot < 9.5
spot = 10;
elseif spot > 9.5
spot = 9;
end;
end;
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%subplot(3,6,5); plot(store_plot_time,store_plot_velocity,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’x velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs X\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ for ...
... ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%subplot(3,6,6); plot(store_plot_time_y,store_plot_velocity_y,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’y velocity [m/s]’)
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%title({’Time Boxed Time vs Y\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ for ...
... ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
optimum_pulse_time_Z100k = pulse_time - 0.05*10^(-4)
under_x_position_Z100k = previous_distance(1,1)
under_x_displacement_Z100k = previous_distance(1,2)
under_y_position_Z100k = previous_distance(2,1)
under_y_displacement_Z100k = previous_distance(2,2)
under_scatters_Z100k = previous_distance(3,1)
v=5.9*10^(-3);
no_spont_x_vel_Z100k = scatters*v
end_time_Z100k = clock
clean2Diterating.m
function [two_dimensional_average_position plot_time ...
... plot_velocity plot_time_y plot_velocity_y] = ...
... clean2Diterating(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,spot)
time_interval = timecalc(I,detuning);
count = round(pulse_time/time_interval);
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%subplot(3,6,spot,’replace’);
%subplot(3,6,(spot+6),’replace’);
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
for k = [1:Z]
result = clean2d(I,pulse_time,detuning);
x(k,1) = [result(1,1)];
y(k,1) = [result(2,1)];
interactions(k,1) = [round(result(3,1)*10^7)];
time = [result(:,4)*10];
x_velocity = [result(:,2)*10^4];
y_velocity = [result(:,3)*10^4];
box_output = time_box(x_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_x(:,k) = [box_output(:,1)];
timing = [box_output(:,2)]; %timing is the centre of the boxing boxes
box_output_y = time_box(y_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_y(:,k) = [box_output_y(:,1)];
timing_y = [box_output_y(:,2)];
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%hold on
%subplot(3,6,spot); plot(time,x_velocity,’b.’,’MarkerSize’,0.5);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’x velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Individual Times vs X\_vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time),’seconds’]})
%hold on
%subplot(3,6,(spot+6)); plot(time,y_velocity,’b.’,’MarkerSize’,0.5);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’y velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Individual Times vs Y\_vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
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... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time),’seconds’]})
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
end;
divider = sum(isnan(box_velocity_x)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_x,1)]
if Z-divider(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_x(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_x(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_x(b,:)’)’/(Z-divider(b,1));
end;
end;
divider_y = sum(isnan(box_velocity_y)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_y,1)]
if Z-divider_y(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_y(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_y(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_y(b,:)’)’/(Z-divider_y(b,1));
end;
end;
plot_time = timing;
plot_velocity = av_vel_x;
plot_time_y = timing_y;
plot_velocity_y = av_vel_y;
two_dimensional_average_position(1,1) = sum(x)/Z;
two_dimensional_average_position(2,1) = sum(y)/Z;
two_dimensional_average_position(1,2) = sum(abs(x))/Z; %displacement
two_dimensional_average_position(2,2) = sum(abs(y))/Z; %displacement
two_dimensional_average_position(3,1) = [round(sum(interactions)/Z)];
two_dimensional_average_position(3,2) = [av_vel_x(size(av_vel_x,1),1)];
av_vel_x
timing
av_vel_y
timing_y
clean2d.m
function [final_displacement] = clean2d(I,pulse_time,detuning);
n=1;
final_displacement = zeros(2,1);
x(1,1) = 0;
y(1,1) = 0;
velocity = zeros(1,2);
timeT(1,1) = 0;
v=5.9*10^(-3);
tav=timecalc(I,detuning);
life_av=2.65*10^(-8);
theta = 0;
while timeT(n,1) < pulse_time
rand(’state’,sum(100*clock));
life_time = timecalclife(life_av,1);
arrive_time = timecalcrand(tav,1);
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theta = randsample(360,1,true);
if 0 <= theta <= 90 %first quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*sind(theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(arrive_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(arrive_time);
end;
if 90 < theta <= 180 %second quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) - v*cosd(180-theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*sind(180-theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(arrive_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(arrive_time);
end;
if 180 < theta <= 270 %third quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) - v*cosd(theta - 180);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) - v*sind(theta - 180);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(arrive_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(arrive_time);
end;
if 270 < theta <= 360 %fourth quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(360 - theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) - v*sind(360 - theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(arrive_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(arrive_time);
end;
timeT(n+1,1) = [timeT(n,1) + arrive_time + life_time];
n = n + 1;
end;
n = n - 1;
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timeT(n+1,:) = [];
if timeT(n,1) + life_time > pulse_time
time_diff = pulse_time - timeT(n,1);
if 0 <= theta <= 90 %first quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 90 < theta <= 180 %second quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 180 < theta <= 270 %third quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 270 < theta <= 360 %fourth quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
else
time_diff = pulse_time - (timeT(n,1) + life_time);
if 0 <= theta <= 90 %first quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*sind(theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
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timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 90 < theta <= 180 %second quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) - v*cosd(180-theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*sind(180-theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 180 < theta <= 270 %third quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) - v*cosd(theta - 180);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) - v*sind(theta - 180);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 270 < theta <= 360 %fourth quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1) + v];
%absorption is always along x
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(360 - theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) - v*sind(360 - theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
end;
final_displacement = zeros(n+1,4);
final_displacement(1,1) = x(n+1,1);
final_displacement(2,1) = y(n+1,1);
final_displacement(3,1) = [n*10^(-7)];
for k = [1:n+1]
final_displacement(k,2) = velocity(k,1)*10^(-4);
final_displacement(k,3) = velocity(k,2)*10^(-4);
final_displacement(k,4) = timeT(k,1)*10^(-1);
end;
%’Column 1 Row 1 = x ’
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%’Row 2 = y’
%’Row 3 = n(billionth)’
%’Column 2 = velocity_x(power -4)’
%’Column 3 = velocity_y(power -4)’
%’Column 4 = time(power -1)’
A.4 2D Plane Simulation
In order to carry out the two dimensional simulations with the imaging plane perpendicular
to the absorption axis, put all these files in the same directory in addition to ”timecalc.m”,
”timecalcrand.m”, ”timecalclife.m” and ”time box.m” and run ”clean2Doutput plane.m”
in MATLAB.
To obtain plots of the velocity distributions, include the sections between ”FOR
PLOTS”.
clean2Doutput plane.m
’Begin 2D plane output’
begin_time = clock
diffract = 1.4986*10^(-6);
I = 32;
Z = 1000;
pulse_time = 0.50*10^(-4);
detuning = 31.8*10^6;
tav=timecalc(I,detuning)
life_av=2.65*10^(-8)
distance = zeros(3,2);
plot_time = 0;
plot_velocity = 0;
plot_time_y = 0;
plot_velocity_y = 0;
spot = 7;
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(2,1) < diffract)
store_plot_time = plot_time;
store_plot_velocity = plot_velocity;
store_plot_time_y = plot_time_y;
store_plot_velocity_y = plot_velocity_y;
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.1*10^(-4)
[distance plot_time plot_velocity plot_time_y plot_velocity_y] ...
... = clean2Diterating_plane(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,spot);
x_position = distance(1,1)
x_displacement = distance(1,2)
y_position = distance(2,1)
y_displacement = distance(2,2)
scatters = distance(3,1)
final_vel_x = distance(3,2)
final_vel_y = plot_velocity_y(size(plot_velocity_y,1))
if spot < 7.5
spot = 8;
elseif spot > 7.5
spot = 7;
end;
end;
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%subplot(3,6,1); plot(store_plot_time,store_plot_velocity,’+’);
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%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’x velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs X\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
%subplot(3,6,2); plot(store_plot_time_y,store_plot_velocity_y,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’y velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs Y\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
optimum_pulse_time_Z1k = pulse_time - 0.1*10^(-4)
under_x_position_Z1k = previous_distance(1,1)
under_x_displacement_Z1k = previous_distance(1,2)
under_y_position_Z1k = previous_distance(2,1)
under_y_displacement_Z1k = previous_distance(2,2)
under_scatters_Z1k = previous_distance(3,1)
end_time_Z1k = clock
pulse_time = optimum_pulse_time_Z1k;
Z = 10000;
distance = zeros(3,2);
plot_time = 0;
plot_velocity = 0;
plot_time_y = 0;
plot_velocity_y = 0;
spot = 9;
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(2,1) < diffract)
store_plot_time = plot_time;
store_plot_velocity = plot_velocity;
store_plot_time_y = plot_time_y;
store_plot_velocity_y = plot_velocity_y;
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.05*10^(-4)
[distance plot_time plot_velocity plot_time_y plot_velocity_y] ...
... = clean2Diterating_plane(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,spot);
x_position = distance(1,1)
x_displacement = distance(1,2)
y_position = distance(2,1)
y_displacement = distance(2,2)
scatters = distance(3,1)
final_vel_x = distance(3,2)
final_vel_y = plot_velocity_y(size(plot_velocity_y,1))
if spot < 9.5
spot = 10;
elseif spot > 9.5
spot = 9;
end;
end;
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%subplot(3,6,3); plot(store_plot_time,store_plot_velocity,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’x velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs X\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
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%subplot(3,6,4); plot(store_plot_time_y,store_plot_velocity_y,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’y velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs Y\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
optimum_pulse_time_Z10k = pulse_time - 0.05*10^(-4)
under_x_position_Z10k = previous_distance(1,1)
under_x_displacement_Z10k = previous_distance(1,2)
under_y_position_Z10k = previous_distance(2,1)
under_y_displacement_Z10k = previous_distance(2,2)
under_scatters_Z10k = previous_distance(3,1)
end_time_Z10k = clock
pulse_time = optimum_pulse_time_Z10k;
Z = 100000;
distance = zeros(3,2);
plot_time = 0;
plot_velocity = 0;
plot_time_y = 0;
plot_velocity_y = 0;
spot = 11;
while (distance(2,2) < diffract) & (distance(2,1) < diffract)
store_plot_time = plot_time;
store_plot_velocity = plot_velocity;
store_plot_time_y = plot_time_y;
store_plot_velocity_y = plot_velocity_y;
previous_distance = distance;
pulse_time = pulse_time + 0.01*10^(-4)
[distance plot_time plot_velocity plot_time_y plot_velocity_y] ...
... = clean2Diterating_plane(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,spot);
x_position = distance(1,1)
x_displacement = distance(1,2)
y_position = distance(2,1)
y_displacement = distance(2,2)
scatters = distance(3,1)
final_vel_x = distance(3,2)
final_vel_y = plot_velocity_y(size(plot_velocity_y,1))
if spot < 11.5
spot = 12;
elseif spot > 11.5
spot = 11;
end;
end;
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%subplot(3,6,5); plot(store_plot_time,store_plot_velocity,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’x velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs X\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
%subplot(3,6,6); plot(store_plot_time_y,store_plot_velocity_y,’+’);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’y velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Time Boxed Time vs Y\_Vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
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... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time-0.1*10^(-4)),’seconds’]})
%ylim([-0.1 0.1])
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
optimum_pulse_time_Z100k = pulse_time - 0.05*10^(-4)
under_x_position_Z100k = previous_distance(1,1)
under_x_displacement_Z100k = previous_distance(1,2)
under_y_position_Z100k = previous_distance(2,1)
under_y_displacement_Z100k = previous_distance(2,2)
under_scatters_Z100k = previous_distance(3,1)
end_time_Z100k = clock
clean2Diterating plane.m
function [two_dimensional_average_position plot_time plot_velocity ...
... plot_time_y plot_velocity_y] = ...
... clean2Diterating_plane(Z,I,pulse_time,detuning,spot)
time_interval = timecalc(I,detuning);
count = round(pulse_time/time_interval);
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS BELOW %%%%%%%%
%subplot(3,6,spot,’replace’);
%subplot(3,6,(spot+6),’replace’);
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS ABOVE %%%%%%%%
for k = [1:Z]
result = clean2d_plane(I,pulse_time,detuning);
x(k,1) = [result(1,1)];
y(k,1) = [result(2,1)];
interactions(k,1) = [round(result(3,1)*10^7)];
time = [result(:,4)*10];
x_velocity = [result(:,2)*10^4];
y_velocity = [result(:,3)*10^4];
box_output = time_box(x_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_x(:,k) = [box_output(:,1)];
timing = [box_output(:,2)]; %timing is the centre of the boxing boxes
box_output_y = time_box(y_velocity,time,time_interval,pulse_time);
box_velocity_y(:,k) = [box_output_y(:,1)];
timing_y = [box_output_y(:,2)];
%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - BELOW %%%%%%%%
%hold on
%subplot(3,6,spot); plot(time,x_velocity,’b.’,’MarkerSize’,0.5);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’x velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Individual Times vs X\_vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time),’seconds’]})
%hold on
%subplot(3,6,(spot+6)); plot(time,y_velocity,’b.’,’MarkerSize’,0.5);
%xlabel(’Time [seconds]’)
%ylabel(’y velocity [m/s]’)
%title({’Individual Times vs Y\_vel’; [’for Z=’,clean2Dplot_title(Z),’ ...
... for ’,clean2Dplot_title(pulse_time),’seconds’]})
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%%%%%%% FOR PLOTS - ABOVE %%%%%%%%
end;
divider = sum(isnan(box_velocity_x)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_x,1)]
if Z-divider(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_x(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_x(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_x(b,:)’)’/(Z-divider(b,1));
end;
end
divider_y = sum(isnan(box_velocity_y)’)’;
for b = [1:size(box_velocity_y,1)]
if Z-divider_y(b,1) == 0;
av_vel_y(b,1) = 0;
else av_vel_y(b,1) = nansum(box_velocity_y(b,:)’)’/(Z-divider_y(b,1));
end;
end
plot_time = timing;
plot_velocity = av_vel_x;
plot_time_y = timing_y;
plot_velocity_y = av_vel_y;
two_dimensional_average_position(1,1) = sum(x)/Z;
two_dimensional_average_position(2,1) = sum(y)/Z;
two_dimensional_average_position(1,2) = sum(abs(x))/Z; %displacement
two_dimensional_average_position(2,2) = sum(abs(y))/Z; %displacement
two_dimensional_average_position(3,1) = [round(sum(interactions)/Z)];
two_dimensional_average_position(3,2) = [av_vel_x(size(av_vel_x,1),1)];
av_vel_x
timing
av_vel_y
timing_y
dipole3d plane.m
function [final_displacement] = clean2d_plane(I,pulse_time,detuning);
n=1;
final_displacement = zeros(2,1);
x(1,1) = 0;
y(1,1) = 0;
velocity = zeros(1,2);
timeT(1,1) = 0;
v=5.9*10^(-3);
tav=timecalc(I,detuning);
life_av=2.65*10^(-8);
theta = 0;
while timeT(n,1) < pulse_time
rand(’state’,sum(100*clock));
life_time = timecalclife(life_av,1);
arrive_time = timecalcrand(tav,1);
theta = randsample(360,1,true);
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if 0 <= theta <= 90 %first quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*sind(theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(arrive_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(arrive_time);
end;
if 90 < theta <= 180 %second quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) - v*cosd(180-theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*sind(180-theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(arrive_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(arrive_time);
end;
if 180 < theta <= 270 %third quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) - v*cosd(theta - 180);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) - v*sind(theta - 180);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(arrive_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(arrive_time);
end;
if 270 < theta <= 360 %fourth quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(360 - theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) - v*sind(360 - theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*(arrive_time);
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*(arrive_time);
end;
timeT(n+1,1) = [timeT(n,1) + arrive_time + life_time];
n = n + 1;
end;
n = n - 1;
timeT(n+1,:) = [];
if timeT(n,1) + life_time > pulse_time
time_diff = pulse_time - timeT(n,1);
if 0 <= theta <= 90 %first quadrant
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velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 90 < theta <= 180 %second quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 180 < theta <= 270 %third quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 270 < theta <= 360 %fourth quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff];
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
else
time_diff = pulse_time - (timeT(n,1) + life_time);
if 0 <= theta <= 90 %first quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*sind(theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 90 < theta <= 180 %second quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) - v*cosd(180-theta);
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velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) + v*sind(180-theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 180 < theta <= 270 %third quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) - v*cosd(theta - 180);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) - v*sind(theta - 180);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
if 270 < theta <= 360 %fourth quadrant
velocity(n+1,1) = [velocity(n,1)];
velocity(n+1,2) = [velocity(n,2)];
x(n+1,1) = [x(n,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*life_time];
y(n+1,1) = [y(n,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*life_time];
velocity(n+1,1) = velocity(n+1,1) + v*cosd(360 - theta);
velocity(n+1,2) = velocity(n+1,2) - v*sind(360 - theta);
x(n+1,1) = x(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,1)*time_diff;
y(n+1,1) = y(n+1,1) + velocity(n+1,2)*time_diff;
timeT(n+1,1) = timeT(n,1) + time_diff;
end;
end;
final_displacement = zeros(n+1,4);
final_displacement(1,1) = x(n+1,1);
final_displacement(2,1) = y(n+1,1);
final_displacement(3,1) = [n*10^(-7)];
for k = [1:n+1]
final_displacement(k,2) = velocity(k,1)*10^(-4);
final_displacement(k,3) = velocity(k,2)*10^(-4);
final_displacement(k,4) = timeT(k,1)*10^(-1);
end;
%’Column 1 Row 1 = x ’
%’Row 2 = y’
%’Row 3 = n(billionth)’
%’Column 2 = velocity_x(power -4)’
%’Column 3 = velocity_y(power -4)’
%’Column 4 = time(power -1)’
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